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1 Introduction

Control technique is one of the most important techniques which has received significant

attentions in the last century. Its rapid development changes people’s way of life and

evokes an age of automation. Along the history of control technique, the observer tech-

nique, as an essential basic to realize the control design on practical systems due to the

expensive or inaccessible measurements, has been a key research focus and shows great

potentials in the area of fault diagnosis and fault detection. Observer-based control and

observer-based fault diagnosis are still current key research areas. In this part, the idea

motivating this thesis is introduced with the review of observer technique and robust

nonlinear control.

1.1 Development of observer technique

In the classical control theory, the observer technique is known as a method for recon-

structing system states by using measured inputs and outputs of the system and can also

assist in fault detection, etc. The standard classical state observer was first proposed

and developed by Luenberger in [85–87] in the early sixties of the last century. Since

then, observer technique has been developing rapidly and continuously. Several different

directions of observer design are evolved, for example, optimal observer design [83, 100]

and nonlinear observer design [61, 71, 99]. According to their structures, orders, observer

gains, or considered classes of systems, observers can be classified as:

• linear and nonlinear observer;

• full-order, reduced-order, and minimal-order observer;

• high gain observer, sliding mode observer, and adaptive observer; and

• observer design for time-varying systems[122, 123], nonlinear systems [17, 27, 133],

stochastic systems [16, 132], etc.

In the following parts of the thesis, the observer design for time invariant systems will be

considered.

1.1.1 Review of observer technique

In order to reduce the complexity of the introduction and to avoid unnecessary repetition

of fundamentals in control technique, the review of observer design is made within certain

interested aspects.
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1 Introduction

During the development of observer technique, one of the current research directions

is the observer design for systems with both known and unknown inputs, the so-called

Unknown Input Observer (UIO), because external inputs to the system are not always

available from measurements. In this context, disturbances or modeling errors can be

considered as unknown inputs as well. Most of the representative contributions [8, 21, 30,

40, 45, 46, 127] focus on plausible state estimation with unknown inputs, where the UIO

proposed in [8] uses geometric theory, the one in [30] applies a well-known strategy to

decouple the effects from the disturbance, and the UIO in [46] introduces a sliding mode

unknown input observer for the state estimation. Furthermore, Proportional-Integral-

Observer (PI-Observer) is proposed in [130] as an UIO with a simple structure, which is

developed and applied by many researchers [6, 57, 110] also to improve the robustness of

the state estimations.

In addition to the mentioned state observers as UIOs, state and disturbance observers

[19, 31, 39, 70, 76, 102, 118, 120] have also been developed to estimate states and unknown

inputs as disturbances simultaneously. In [39], the disturbance is assumed to satisfy

differential equations with arbitrary characteristic roots. Stein and Park also proposed

in [102, 120] a state and disturbance observer based on singular value decomposition,

where the differentiation of the output measurement is needed in the algorithm. In [19],

a state and disturbance observer is designed based on the same concept as in [102], but

no derivatives of the outputs are required, here the unknown inputs have to satisfy some

additional bounds. Later in [115, 118], it is shown that the PI-Observer can be used as

a high-gain observer to estimate both the original states and the extended states (the

unknown inputs/disturbances), if high observer gains are used. Additionally, no strong or

special restrictions of the disturbances are required. Another kind of state and disturbance

observer is introduced in [76] based on inverse dynamics and derivatives of output signals.

To solve the problem with noise using direct differentiation of measurements, the proposed

observer is adjusted by introducing a new design parameter [77]. A nonlinear state and

disturbance observer is proposed in [70] based on the concept of nonlinear state observer

design from [61, 71]. Here, a nonlinear transformation of the states and disturbances

satisfying certain singular partial differential equations is required. A nonlinear observer

is also proposed in [31] to estimate the state and disturbance simultaneously. In this

thesis, the nonlinearity of the system has to be a Lipschitz function of the states, inputs,

disturbances, and uncertainties.

Furthermore, UIOs only estimating disturbances in order to realize disturbance rejec-

tion and attenuation are outlined in [38, 51]. The disturbance observer in [38] is based

on inverse dynamics in frequency domain and it is applied for servo systems [72, 124].

The same observer is compared in [108] with another disturbance observer proposed and

developed in [18, 51, 105], which is also designed in frequency domain. According to the

comparison, the filter structure in the disturbance observer from [38] is not trivial, while

a model for the dynamics of disturbance is preconditioned for the observer in [51].

After the review and discussion of the different kinds of UIOs, it can be seen that UIOs

designed for different types of specific systems have been proposed and no UIO design is
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1.1 Development of observer technique

generally applicable. Therefore, this thesis is focusing on the observer designs for broader

applications and taking full effect of their functions.

Besides UIOs, Kalman Filter (KF) techniques have to be mentioned as well. The

KF (firstly introduced in [58]) can also be seen as a special type of observer, which can

estimate state variables of a system with white and Gaussian disturbances and noises.

Due to its special properties in consideration of the noises, it has been used in numerous

engineering areas. For nonlinear systems, the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) based on

first-order linearization at each time step is proposed in [20, 65]. Both the KF and the

EKF algorithms are based on the propagation of a Gaussian random variable through

the system dynamics, which can lead to errors in the posterior mean and covariance.

Therefore, the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) for nonlinear estimation is proposed later

by [54] to achieve better accuracy of the estimations (to the 3rd order in Taylor series

expansion). The EKF and UKF can also be used for dual estimation (the state and

parameter estimation).

1.1.2 Analysis of observer technique development

After the short review of observer techniques, the purpose of observer design will be dis-

cussed as follows. When the realization of efficient measurements is technically too diffi-

cult or economically too expensive, estimations may be obtained instead of measurements

from the considered systems by different kinds of observers. Usually, an observer can be

applied for two major goals. Firstly, the estimations obtained from observers are widely

applied to realize observer-based control for practical systems as standard observer-based

state feedback for linear systems or more complicated observer-based control for specific

systems. For example, in [73] an observer-based adaptive fuzzy-neural control is designed

for unknown nonlinear dynamical systems, in [15] a fuzzy observer-based robust fuzzy

control for nonlinear systems, and in [107] an observer-based control for piecewise-affine

systems. Secondly, the application of observer technique is naturally extended to the

research area of monitoring sensors and systems, fault diagnosis, and Fault Detection and

Isolation (FDI) in the early development of observers in [7, 53] besides the observer-based

control. The development of the observer-based FDI has been summarized in [22].

For both of the two major application goals, state and disturbance observers show

advantages over the observers with unique estimation purpose. As discussed, among

the state and disturbance observers the PI-Observer as high-gain observer, which can

be classified as in Figure 1.1, has the simplest structure and needs no derivatives of

the measurements or nonlinear transformation. The widely applied KF technique and

its extensions are also known as an alternative solution for dual estimation task. In

comparison, the EKF can estimate the states and parameters of the system but the focus

is to get good estimation quality considering the existence of measurement noise and

process noise as with known covariance and zero mean, where nonrandom disturbances

and modeling errors are not considered. More generally, the PI-Observer assumes bounded

disturbances but no other limitations with respect to the dynamics of disturbances.

The advantages of high gain PI-Observer are summarized as follows: The high gain
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Full-order

observers

Reduced-order

observers

State

observers

Disturbance

observers

Linear

observers

Nonlinear

observers

State and distur-

bance observers

Research focus of this thesis: PI-Observer

Observer classification

Figure 1.1: Classification of observers

PI-Observer

• has a simple linear structure in contrast to nonlinear observers;

• is robust against disturbances and noise compared with Luenberger observer or

observers without the integral part in the feedback of estimation errors;

• estimates the states and unknown inputs simultaneously in comparison with state

or disturbance observers;

• requires no special limitations on the type of disturbances compared with other

kinds of state and disturbance observers; and

• assumes no statistic information from process and measurement noise in contrast

with EKF.

The disadvantages and limitations of PI-Observer are that

• the location where the unknown inputs affect the system is assumed as known;

• at least a nominal linear state space model of system has to be available, so that

the nonlinear or unknown parts can be considered as unknown inputs; and

• to estimate both the states and the unknown inputs, more independent measure-

ments could be required than for a state observer.

Since the PI-Observer is applied as a state and disturbance observer in [118], many ap-

plications have been done to realize robust control or fault diagnosis, in [67] for elastic

mechanical systems modeled by finite element method and in [60] for a hydraulic system
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1.2 Development of robust nonlinear control

with simplified linear model. But no robust control or fault diagnosis of complex sys-

tems with nonlinear models have yet been considered using the PI-Observer technique.

Therefore, the focus of this thesis is chosen on the advanced high-gain PI-Observer de-

sign and its application to observer-based robust nonlinear control. In the next part, the

development and state of the art of robust nonlinear control approaches will be discussed.

1.2 Development of robust nonlinear control

Due to the inevitable nonlinearities in real systems, many nonlinear control methods are

developed. In remarkable textbooks as [47, 62, 114] several classical nonlinear control

methods (e.g., feedback linearization, sliding mode control, backstepping approach) are

described in detail. For the exact feedback linearization method all the states and a precise

model from the system to be controlled are required and the robustness of the closed-loop

system is not guaranteed due to parameter uncertainties or modeling errors. With sliding

mode control uncertainties and modeling errors in system models can be handled, but

it can only be applied, when chattering in the control input is acceptable. According

to the situation in nonlinear control, researchers have struggled for decades to realize

robust and practical solutions for nonlinear systems by proposing different approaches

or mostly improving classical control methods. Considering the availability of the states

and the most commonly used full state feedback, observer-based robust nonlinear control

approaches have also been discussed in a large number of research works to achieve this

goal.

In [32] an exact feedforward linearization approach based on differential flatness for

nonlinear system control is proposed, which has also robustness problem as the classical

feedback linearization method. Hence, the authors discuss later in [33] its robustness

with respect to uncertainties and disturbances. In [34], a robust nonlinear predictive

control based on exact feedforward linearization is introduced. It demonstrates that the

nonlinear flatness-based control methods are applicable and rational. Unfortunately, the

assumptions with respect to disturbances and the availability of all the states are not

discussed.

In [28, 89, 91, 101, 104] different methods are developed and applied to solve the

robustness problem of the exact feedback linearization method. However, the modeling

errors or the disturbances are considered with known bounds and/or known dynamical

properties within most of the methods [89, 101, 104]. Robust feedback linearization

methods are proposed by improving the design of the nonlinear feedback in [28, 91].

Robust nonlinear H∞ control approaches have been introduced in [48, 49] also to solve

the problem in nonlinear control with external disturbances and uncertainties. With this

method, a nonlinear partial differential equation (a Hamilton-Jacobi equation) has to be

solved, which is not a trivial task and in some cases not possible.

Besides the robustness, availability of the states has also been considered in nonlinear

control design. Of course, observer-based control design, especially controllers based on

state and disturbance observers or only disturbance observers, have been studied to im-
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prove the robustness of classical nonlinear control and realize tasks like fault diagnosis,

e.g., in [13–15, 25]. The discrete-time method in [13, 14] can solve the robust control prob-

lem of linear Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) systems with mismatched disturbances

that do not change significantly in two consecutive sampling instances. That means the

rate of disturbances is limited. In [25] a robust control is proposed for a class of uncertain

nonlinear systems without assumption of passifiability. The proposed control approach in

[25] is based on an adaptive observer design and can partially linearize considered systems.

Considering no disturbances, the adaptive control approach is suitable for a general class

of nonlinear systems. However, it can only be applied to nonlinear systems with a basic

linear time-invariant state space representation and additive nonlinearities, when external

disturbances and especially measurement noise exist.

From 2007, the International Journal of Robust and Nonlinear Control offers regularly

literature surveys [1] introducing the current research results in nonlinear and robust con-

trol as well as in monitoring and fault detection. In the surveys, it can be found that

the robust H∞ methods [29, 44, 103, 131], the Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) based ap-

proaches [106, 126], and the methods as combinations of different approaches are discussed

frequently for the application on different kinds of systems (e.g., time-delay systems, de-

scriptor systems, etc.) besides the classical nonlinear control methods, for instance the

flatness-based methods, sliding mode control, and adaptive control. The H∞ technique

and the rapidly developed LMI-based method [9] (since successfully solving LMIs by

computer convex programming in the 1980’s) are both based on realizing optimization

problems of the control loop. The difficulties in the design with the two methods lie in

the problem formulation, which should be appropriate addressed to make the relevant

and important properties of the closed-loop optimized. Nonlinear constraints such as sat-

uration are generally difficult to be handled. The level of mathematical understanding is

also an obstacle for their practical application.

On the other hand, the high-gain PI-Observer as a state and disturbance observer can

be applied to design an observer-based nonlinear robust control. Due to the simple lin-

ear structure of the PI-Observer, the best complementary method for the PI-Observer in

nonlinear control design is the exact feedback linearization approach. The PI-Observer

can offer the estimations of the states and unknown inputs for the exact feedback lin-

earization. The linearized model generated by the feedback linearization is appropriate

for the PI-Observer design. The combination of the two approaches may be a poten-

tial robust nonlinear control method for the class of nonlinear systems that is suitable

for the classical exact feedback linearization method. Although the combined approach

is also concentrated on a small part of nonlinear systems, the simple structure of the

PI-Observer and the classical design of the exact feedback linearization ensure that the

approach is easily understood by engineers and therefore a wide application in industry

may be possible.

Until today, there is still no standard control design process for nonlinear systems.

All the proposed approaches can only partially solve the control problem of a certain

class of nonlinear systems; but from the directions and trends of the development it can

6



1.3 Motivation and tasks of the thesis

be concluded that the observer-based methods have advantages in getting unmeasured

system states (and disturbances with disturbance observer) and are of great interest. That

motivates the research about the PI-Observer-based nonlinear robust control.

1.3 Motivation and tasks of the thesis

In the research areas in mechanical engineering, control design for mechanical systems is

a very important branch. In order to avoid nonfeasible measurements or to save costs,

observers are usually utilized to augment or replace sensors in a control system. As dis-

cussed, observer-based control has been widely applied and well developed. From the

review of the observer technique, it can be clearly seen that the state and disturbance

observers have advantages in relation to state observers and disturbance observers in re-

constructing the state and disturbance simultaneously and are therefore appropriate for

disturbance attenuation, disturbance rejection, and fault diagnosis in control systems.

Among the state and disturbance observers, the high-gain PI-Observer is the one with

almost the simplest structure and design process. Although there are already some devel-

opment and applications based on the high-gain PI-Observer, the general problem of high

gains that leads to large overshoot and strong influence from measurement noise in the

control and estimation performance is not solved. On the other hand, due to the linear

structure of the PI-Observer, its application on complicated nonlinear systems is limited

and has not been studied. Weighing the advantages and disadvantages of PI-Observer

and considering its development history, it can be concluded that there is still space for

future development of PI-Observer in optimal design of the observer gains and in the

area of robust nonlinear control for mechanical systems. Based on this starting point, the

focus of this work is chosen to improve the high gain design process for the PI-Observer

and to develop a robust nonlinear control based on the PI-Observer for possible general

application in nonlinear systems.

After introducing the basic ideas and motivations of the work, the tasks of this work

are arranged in the following points:

• analyzing the design of PI-Observer, especially the observer gain design;

• developing an adaptive algorithm to determine the gains automatically according

to the current dynamics of the system;

• searching for a possible application of PI-Observer in nonlinear control to improve

the robustness of the control loop; and

• studying the applicability of PI-Observer in mechanical systems, especially in non-

linear mechanical systems.

7



1 Introduction

1.4 Organization of the thesis

After the introduction, PI-Observer design especially the high-gain PI-Observer design

is systematically discussed and the online adjustment of the PI-Observer gains proposed

as an Advanced PI-Observer (API-Observer) is detailed in the second chapter. At the

same time, the implementation of the addressed adjustment algorithm is included show-

ing the adaption of the PI-Observer gains to the current situation of system dynamics

and disturbances on a practical system with simulation results and real measurements

respectively.

Secondly, a high gain PI-Observer-based nonlinear control method is proposed as a

combination of the classical Exact Feedback Linearization method and the PI-Observer

(EFL-PIO). Directly after it, the applicability on mechanical systems is surveyed. Numer-

ical examples of mechanical systems are given to illustrate the application of the EFL-PIO

approach in the third chapter.

In the fourth chapter, the implementation of the proposed PI-Observer-based nonlinear

control method is illustrated in detail on a hydraulic cylinder system for its position

control. Besides that, the position control for the cylinder system without direct position

measurement is realized with the PI-Observer applied as virtual sensor. Here a discrete-

time control algorithm is developed and programmed to satisfy the normal industrial

requirement.

The last chapter summarizes the whole thesis and gives suggestions for future work.

8



2 Advanced PI-Observer Design

PI-Observers have been developed for several decades. The general PI-Observer design

will be shortly reviewed, new improvements and analysis of the PI-Observer design will

be discussed in this part.

2.1 Review of PI-Observer technique

PI-Observer was firstly introduced as a term by Wojciechowski in [130] for single-input

single-output systems and then applied by others in [57, 110] for multivariable systems.

It has an additional integral loop in the feedback of estimation error in comparison with a

Luenberger observer, which has a similar structure as the extended state observer proposed

by [97] for disturbance estimations. The integral part in feedback besides the proportional

feedback leads to the special structure as well as the name of PI-Observer and offers

additional degrees of freedom for the estimation task in two aspects, the one in improving

robustness of estimations or observer-based control [110] and the other in estimations of

both the states and the unknown inputs as a state and disturbance observer [97]. That

leads to the development of PI-Observers in two main directions summarized below with

literatures, where the term PI-Observer for the observer with integral loop in the feedback

of estimation error additionally to the proportional loop is applied.

One direction is mainly to improve the robustness of control loops and state estimations.

Robust control based on PI-Observer is discussed in [6, 128], robust loop transfer recovery

in [98] and robust state estimation by attenuating both measurement noise and modeling

errors in [12]. A robust output derivative estimation method based on PI-Observer is

recently introduced in [111] as well. Besides the classical PI-Observer design, some new

estimators inspired by the concept of the additional integral loop are proposed to improve

the robustness of different control and estimation tasks. One of them is proportional

integral KF addressed in [63] to increase the robustness of KF with inaccurate models of

measurement and process noise. In [75] it is developed as a proportional fading-integral

KF to increase the stability margin and allow the rejection of unknown transitory distur-

bances. In [63, 75], the filter gains are designed by trial and error process. An optimal

design strategy for the filter gains based on Riccati equation to get minimum error vari-

ance is given in [4] and a LMI-based design method for the filter gains is introduced in

[55] for a class of stochastic linear systems. Furthermore, a proportional integral adaptive

observer is proposed in [74] and developed in [56, 113, 125] systematically for disturbance

rejection with unknown system parameters.

In the other direction, the PI-Observer is used as state and disturbance observer with

9



2 Advanced PI-Observer Design

high observer gains to estimate both the original states and the unknown inputs as ex-

tended states as introduced in [97]. The proposed extended observer in [97] is also clas-

sified as PI-Observer due to its structure and can be applied to estimate nonlinearities

[92, 93] and unknown inputs for quantitative disturbance rejection or fault diagnosis

[68, 118]. The application of PI-Observer to estimate disturbances and nonlinearities

as unknown inputs has been realized in many areas. For example it is applied to ro-

bust control of robotic systems with unknown nonlinearities from kinematics or friction

[5, 42, 94]. It is also discussed for dynamical systems in [118] and later for mechanical

systems in [67, 68, 115] for example to estimate the contact force [67] and to estimate

unmeasured states and disturbance force as virtual sensors [35, 60]. The estimations from

PI-Observer are utilized for monitoring elastic structures in [36] and for fault identification

in [37] as well.

Both of the two directions of PI-Observer development still catch attentions from re-

searchers. The classical PI-Observer and its variants (e.g., proportional integral adaptive

observer) are one of the possibilities to improve the robustness of control design but do

not show dominant advantages in relation to other methods. PI-Observer as high gain

observer is able to estimate the disturbances and unknown effects of systems as unknown

inputs together with the states. This gives the possibility for its application in a quan-

titative fault diagnosis and at the same time in an observer-based robust control design.

Hence this thesis work concentrates on the development of the high gain PI-Observer

design and its applications.

Although the high gain PI-Observer has been applied in different areas to estimate

disturbances and to detect faults as mentioned above, the basic problem of high observer

gains still has to be considered. The high observer gains should be kept as low as pos-

sible within performance allowance. In other words, the current observer gains should

be chosen according to a compromise between the desired estimation performance and

resulting negative effects. The design of PI-Observer gains has been discussed since its

first application. Classical pole placement method is used in [41, 109, 118], which can

not solve the high gain design task directly. The observer gains are chosen based on a

H∞ norm minimization in [90, 112] and minimum estimation error variance approaches in

[4, 75], whereby high gain PI-Observer is not considered. Eigenstructure assignment for

PI-Observer is discussed in [23, 24], where a complete parameterization for the gains and

the left eigenvectors is established based on a set of design parameters (eigenvalues of the

observer system, parameter vectors with certain dimension, and the integral gain matrix)

to offer more degrees of freedom for the design. However, the integral gain matrix is very

important for the PI-Observer design especially for the high-gain PI-Observer design and

should not be chosen without any care. In [67, 115], the high gains in PI-Observer are

designed based on the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) and Loop Transfer Recovery

(LTR) method, but the order of magnitude for the observer gains is determined with

previous analysis qualitatively; no systematic/analytical approach has been developed for

the determination of high PI-Observer gains.

The task to design high gain observer suitably is explored in [2, 26]. Solutions are

10
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recommended for the high gain design with variable observer gains between two fixed ob-

server gains (usually one high gain and one low gain) according to distinguished switching

conditions. Of course using two gains to be switched is under the consideration of the

clarity of the programming and the simplification of the structure. However, the problem

choosing suitable observer gains for the high gain PI-Observer can only be roughly solved

with approaches using two fixed observer gains, because the level of the high and low gains

is difficult to be determined to match every case of the changing unknown inputs. For

example, in [26] the observer gains are switched only once regarding the transient time,

but for high gain PI-Observer design the dynamics of the unknown inputs (also of model-

ing disturbances) may strongly change along the time and several switches with different

transient time intervals may be necessary. In [2] the observer gains are also switched

regarding to pre-defined transient time, but more generally the switch is not limited as

only once. However, both the two given observer gains have to be suitably chosen in

advance. That means the high observer gains have to be determined based on assumed

situations which can not match every requirement during the whole working time and this

approach is not a suitable one to solve the mentioned problem to choose suitable gains

for the high gain PI-Observer. To solve the design problem of observer gains for the high

gain PI-Observer, one design method adapting the high gains to different situations and

requirements will be discussed after the introduction of the general high gain PI-Observer

design. The proposed observer with adaptive gains is named as Advanced PI-Observer

(API-Observer).

2.2 General high gain PI-Observer design

In this part, the PI-Observer applied and developed in [118] is introduced.

For a class of systems described by

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Nd(x, t) + Eg(x, t), (2.1)

y(t) = Cx(t) + h(t), (2.2)

with the state vector x(t) ∈ R
n, the input vector u(t) ∈ R

l, the measurement vector

y(t) ∈ R
m, the time variant and unknown inputs d(x, t) ∈ R

r, the measurement noise

h(t) ∈ R
m, and the unmodeled dynamics Eg(x, t) with g(x, t) ∈ R

p and E ∈ R
n×p.

Here, the information about the dynamics of d(x, t) is assumed as unavailable. Only the

matrix N denoting the position of the unknown inputs acting to the system is assumed

as known. The aim is, with the given information of the system model, the matrices

A ∈ R
n×n, B ∈ R

n×l, C ∈ R
m×n, and N ∈ R

n×r, to estimate the dynamical behavior of

the system and the dynamics of the unknown inputs. The system matrix A is assumed

stable.

The basic idea for the estimation of time dependent unknown inputs in [51, 92, 97] is to

approximate the dynamics of the unknown inputs d(t)1) by a fictitious linear dynamical

1)Note that the unknown inputs d is allowed to be a function of known inputs u(t) and states x(t) as

11
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system

v̇(t) = V v(t), (2.3)

where the unknown inputs are described by

d(t) ≈ Hv(t). (2.4)

Considering the states in (2.3) as extended states of system (2.1), an extended system

description is set up by

[
ẋ(t)

v̇(t)

]
=

[
A NH

0 V

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ae

[
x(t)

v(t)

]
+

[
B

0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Be

u(t) +

[
Eg(t)

0

]
(2.5)

y(t) =
[

C 0
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ce

[
x(t)

v(t)

]
, (2.6)

with the same assumption for unmodeled dynamics Eg(x, t) as for the unknown inputs

d(x, t). Appropriate matrices V and H can be easily determined (e.g., in [50–52, 84]), if

the dynamical behavior of disturbances d(t) is known or the disturbances are constant or

slowly varying. However, the task considered here does not assume that the dynamical

behavior of d(t) is known. With this consideration, it is discussed and shown theoretically

in [92, 117] and with practical application examples in [64, 66, 116, 118] that the choice

V = 0 or V → 0 and H = I for the estimation of time dependent unknown inputs is

appropriate. The extended system can be described by

[
ẋ(t)

ḋ(t)

]
=

[
A N

0 0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ae

[
x(t)

d(t)

]
+

[
B

0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Be

u(t) +

[
Eg(t)

0

]
(2.7)

y(t) =
[

C 0
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ce

[
x(t)

d(t)

]
, (2.8)

with d(t) ≈ v(t). The choice of V = 0 and H = I results in an integral part in the

classical PI-Observer shown in Figure 2.1.

2.2.1 Structure of a high gain PI-Observer

In this part, the general high-gain PI-Observer design described in [115] for the considered

class of systems (2.1)-(2.2) will be introduced briefly. The purpose of the approach is the

robust estimation of unknown inputs without any assumptions about their dynamics. For

d(x, u, t). Due to the fact that no information of the dynamical behavior is available, it is written as
d(t) without loss of generality.

12
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System with unknown inputs

PI-Observer

A

A

B

B

C

C

L1

N L2

∫

∫

∫u(t)

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

−

ẋ(t) x(t)

˙̂x(t) x̂(t)

d̂(t)

ŷ(t)

Nd(t)

y(t)

Figure 2.1: Structure of PI-Observer [118]

the PI-Observer design, the system in (2.1)-(2.2) is considered as a system described in

(2.7)-(2.8) with extended states.

The states x(t) and the unknown inputs d(x, t) in (2.1) can be estimated by a high-gain

observer design
[

˙̂x(t)
˙̂

d(t)

]
=

[
A N

0 0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ae

[
x̂(t)

d̂(t)

]
+

[
B

0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Be

u(t) +

[
L1

L2

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

L

(y(t) − ŷ(t)), (2.9)

ŷ(t) =
[

C 0
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ce

[
x̂(t)

d̂(t)

]
. (2.10)

The concept of the high gain PI-Observer is similar to the parameter estimation with

Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) technique. But the goal here is to use the extended

integral parts in the observer to estimate the unknown inputs. In parameter estimation

with KF technique, unknown parameters in a system model with well-known structure are

estimated and in contrast the time-dependent unknown inputs or nonlinearities without

13



2 Advanced PI-Observer Design

special assumptions are considered as additional extended states to be estimated by high

gain PI-Observer. EKF additionally allows the estimation of unknown parameters.

2.2.2 Conditions for the PI-Observer design

A necessary requirement for the PI-Observer design, the full observability of the extended

system (Ae, Ce)

rank

⎡
⎣ λIn − A −N

0 λIr

C 0

⎤
⎦ = n + r (2.11)

for all the eigenvalues λ of Ae, has to be fulfilled to get the estimations of x(t) and

d(t), because the PI-Observer is designed for the estimation of the states in the extended

system. This condition includes that the dimension of the unknown input vector n(t)

has to be less than or equal to the number of independent measurements, namely r ≤ m

(Proofs refer to [97, 115]). It reflects simultaneously that the measurements/the outputs

include indirectly the information of all the states.

2.2.3 Convergence of estimation errors

Based on Eq. (2.9) and Eq. (2.10), considering the estimation errors as e(t) = x̂(t)−x(t)

and fe(t) = d̂(t) − d(x, t), the error dynamics of the extended system becomes

[
ė(t)

ḟe(t)

]
=

[
A − L1C N

−L2C 0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ae,obs

[
e(t)

fe(t)

]
−
[

Eg(x, t)

ḋ(x, t)

]
+

[
L1

L2

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

L

h(t). (2.12)

The convergence of estimation errors have been discussed in several former research pub-

lications [64, 66, 95, 117, 118].

In [95] it is shown that the condition

CAk−1N = 0, with k = 2, ..., n, (2.13)

is necessary for the convergence. Detailed discussions and important conclusions both in

time domain and frequency domain will be repeated in this part.

Convergence of estimation errors in frequency domain

For a suitable observer design, the feedback matrix L has to be chosen in such a way that

the estimation errors tend to zero (e → 0, fe → 0). The error dynamics (2.12) is affected

by the term ḋ(x, t). In [66, 115], the approximative decoupling ḋ(t) to e(t), fe(t) by

applying high gains matrix L is introduced and will be repeated here briefly. The error

14
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dynamics (2.12) for stationary behavior can be described by

e(s) = G−1Nfe(s) −G−1Eg(s) +G−1L1h(s) , (2.14)

fe(s) = −[sI + L2CG−1N ]−1s d(s)

+[sI + L2CG−1N ]−1L2CG−1Eg(s)

+[sI + L2CG−1N ]−1L2(I − CG−1L1)h(s), (2.15)

with G = [sI −(A −L1C)]. The state estimation error e(s) and the estimation error

of unknown inputs fe(s) are considered separately. The feedback matrices L1 and L2

are required to stabilize the extended system described by the matrix Ae,obs and are also

required to minimize the influence from the disturbance ḋ(t) as unknown inputs to the

estimations e(t) and fe(t). The two requirements

• Re {λi} < 0, for all the eigenvalues of matrix Ae,obs, and

• ‖L2‖F � ‖L1‖F .

for the PI-Observer gain matrices design have to be fulfilled. The necessity of the first

requirement is comprehensible. The introduction of the second requirement will be ex-

plained in the following discussion. From Eq. (2.15), it can be seen that the transfer func-

tion from sd(s) to fe(s) should satisfy
∥∥[Is + L2CG−1N ]−1

∥∥
∞ ≤ γ, γ −→ Minimum

to minimize the influence from the disturbance d to the estimation error fe.

Assuming without loss of generality a full rank of matrix G and high gains of L2, the

values of L1 in G are smaller relative to L2 (‖L2‖F � ‖L1‖F
2)), so that γ becomes very

small. Assuming that the unknown inputs ‖s d(s)‖F are bounded, the estimation error

‖fe(s)‖F can be reduced to an arbitrarily small value (but not to zero), if the measurement

noise and the unmodeled dynamics are not taken into account.

From the two other parts in Eq. (2.15), large ‖L2‖F will increase the influence from

measurement noise h(s) and unmodeled dynamics g(s) to the estimation error ‖fe(s)‖F .

In [66, 115] detailed proofs and further applications are given.

Convergence of estimation errors in time domain

Sufficient conditions for an asymptotic stable PI-Observer design are given in [96] as∥∥∥ḋ∥∥∥ ≤ g and related to the high gains L1 → aL10, L2 → aL20, a → ∞. Furthermore,

bounds of estimation errors ‖e‖ and ‖fe‖ are discussed [96]. For a given bound of∥∥∥eAe−LCe

∥∥∥ ≤ ce−bt, with c, b > 0, (2.16)

the errors e and fe are bounded by

‖e‖ ≤ ce−bt ‖e0‖ +
c

b
(1 − e−bt)

∥∥∥ḋ∥∥∥ and ‖fe‖ ≤ c

b
g, for t → ∞. (2.17)

2)The norm ‖·‖F denotes here the Frobenius norm, ‖A‖F =

√√√√ m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

a2
ij =

√
trace(A∗A) for A in

Rm×n.
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In [64], estimation errors in special cases are analyzed in detail. The estimations can

be stated by

lim
t→∞

[[
x̂(t)

d̂(t)

]
−
([

x(t)

0

]
+

z∑
i=1

(
(Ae − LCe)

−1
)i [ N

0

]
d(i−1)(t)

)]
= 0, (2.18)

if the disturbance is a polynomial of degree z − 1. Considering constant disturbances

d = k and V 	= 0, the remaining estimation errors can be set up by

lim
t→∞

[
e(t)

fe(t)

]
= (Ae − LCe)

−1

[
0

V

]
k. (2.19)

The estimation results with d = k and V = 0 are described by

lim
t→∞

[
x̂(t)

d̂(t)

]
=

[
x(t)

k

]
. (2.20)

For a special case introduced in [64] with a single constant disturbance d = k acting to the

b-th state N = ib and one measured state (the a-th state) C = iT
a , using displacement

measurements and the condition CN = 0 are necessary for a disturbance model with

V 	= 0 to achieve minimized estimation errors.

2.3 New analysis of PI-Observer design

For the development and application of PI-Observer, the basic problem using high observer

gains still has to be accounted, namely the conflict between the time behavior/quality of

estimation and the sensitivity to measurement noise/unmodeled dynamics. In this part,

this problem as well as the influence from high observer gains will be analyzed and a

solution strategy will be given.

2.3.1 Problem in the design of PI-Observer gains

As discussed in Chapter 2.2.3, the problem in the high gain PI-Observer design lies in the

determination of suitable high observer gains. The reasons are at first high observer gains

evaluated here by ‖L2‖F will lead to non-negligible influence from measurement noise

and unmodeled dynamics to the estimation quality due to the increasing of the second

and third terms as shown in (2.15). On the other hand, the ratio between ‖L2‖F and

‖L1‖F , δ = ‖L2‖F /‖L1‖F , should be large to compensate the effect from the unknown

input dynamics, as shown in (2.14) and (2.15).

2.3.2 Analysis of observer gains

The LQR method can be applied to design the high-gain PI-Observer feedback matrices.

For the time-invariant case this task can be realized by solving the algebraic matrix Riccati

equation.
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For an asymptotic observer, suitable observer gains can be calculated, if for given

positive definite matrices Q, R the Riccati equation

AeP + PAT
e + Q − PCT

e R−1CeP = 0 (2.21)

has a unique positive definite solution matrix P . The observer feedback matrix is calcu-

lated with L = PCT
e R−1.

To illustrate the conflict/the problem clearly and tersely, here without loss of generality

the weighting matrices in Eq. (2.21) are chosen as

Q =

[
In 0n×r

0r×n qIr

]
, R = Im, (2.22)

with one scalar design parameter q > 0.

It will be shown that the parameter q can reflect almost all the important aspects which

should be considered. Using the given definitions of the weighting matrices, the solution

of the Riccati equation and the observer gain matrix can be calculated by

P =

[
P 11 P 12

P T
12 P 22

]
, (2.23)

L = PCT
e =

[
P 11C

T

P T
12C

T

]
, (2.24)

AP 11+P 11A
T −P 11C

T CP 11 =−(In+NP T
12+P 12N

T ), (2.25)

P T
12C

T CP 12 = qIr, (2.26)

AP 12 + NP 22 = P 11C
T CP 12. (2.27)

For the design/proof, the relation among the preferred design parameter q, the norm

‖L2‖F , and the ratio δ is considered [78].

Theorem 1. For increasing design parameter q, the ratio δ, and the norm ‖L2‖F will

increase correspondingly.

Mathematical description:

For two general design parameters qa and qb, the corresponding solution matrices P a

and P b are denoted by

P a =

[
P a

11 P a
12

P a
12

T P a
22

]
and P b =

[
P b

11 P b
12

P b
12

T
P b

22

]
. (2.28)

Similarly,

La =

[
La

1

La
2

]
=

[
P a

11C
T

P a
12

T CT

]
, and Lb =

[
Lb

1

Lb
2

]
=

[
P b

11C
T

P b
12

T
CT

]
are defined.

With assumed parameters qa > qb > 0, it follows that

i) ‖La
2‖F >

∥∥Lb
2

∥∥
F

and correspondingly
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ii) δa = ‖La
2‖F/‖La

1‖F > δb =
∥∥Lb

2

∥∥
F
/
∥∥Lb

1

∥∥
F
.

Proof. i) The matrices P a and P b are solution matrices of the Riccati equation (2.21),

satisfying the equation (2.26), which can be rewritten by

P T
12C

T CP 12 = (CP 12)
T (CP 12) = qIr. (2.29)

Considering the trace of the matrices in (2.29), it follows

tr((CP 12)
T (CP 12)) = tr(L2L2

T ) = tr(qIr) = rq, (2.30)

so each expression is described using r. Considering the above obtained results, the norm

of the gain matrix can also be expressed by

‖L2‖F =
∥∥L2

T
∥∥

F
=

√
tr(L2L2

T ) =
√

rq. (2.31)

With the assumption qa > qb > 0 and r as constant, it holds

‖La
2‖F =

√
rqa >

√
rqb =

∥∥Lb
2

∥∥
F

. (2.32)

⇒ ‖La
2‖F >

∥∥Lb
2

∥∥
F

. (2.33)

ii) From (2.25)

P 11C
T CP 11 = AP 11 + P 11A

T + (In + NP T
12 + P 12N

T ), (2.34)

it can be obtained

‖L1‖2
F =

∥∥P 11C
T
∥∥2

F
= tr(P 11C

T CP 11)

= tr(AP 11 + P 11A
T ) + n + tr(NP T

12 + P 12N
T )

= 2tr(AP 11) + n + 2tr(NP T
12). (2.35)

Therefore, it follows

‖La
1‖2

F − ∥∥Lb
1

∥∥2

F
= 2tr(A(P a

11 − P b
11)) + 2tr(N(P a

12 − P b
12)

T ). (2.36)

It is obvious that the matrices Qa ≥ Qb
3) for qa > qb > 0. If the algebraic Riccati

equation (2.21) is considered, then it can be obtained that P a ≥ P b, because of the

monotonicity of maximal solutions of algebraic Riccati equations [129].

Due to the assumed stability of the matrix A, the extended system matrix Ae is also

stable. Considering the condition P a ≥ P b, the following statement

(P a − P b)Ae + (P a − P b)AT
e = H̃ =

[
H̃1 H̃2

H̃3 H̃4

]
≥ 0 (2.37)

3)Note that if the matrices A and A − B are positive semidefinite, it is written here A ≥ 0 and A ≥ B

or B ≤ A respectively. Matrices A and B are assumed to be hermitian matrices.
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holds, where

H̃1 = A(P a
11 − P b

11) + (P a
11 − P b

11)A
T

+N(P a
12 − P b

12)
T + (P a

12 − P b
12)N

T ≥ 0, (2.38)

because H̃1 ∈ Rn×n is one of the principal submatrices of H̃ . It follows that

tr(H̃1) = 2tr(A(P a
11 − P b

11) + N(P a
12 − P b

12)
T )

= ‖La
1‖2

F − ∥∥Lb
1

∥∥2

F
≤ 0. (2.39)

That means ‖La
1‖F ≤ ∥∥Lb

1

∥∥
F
. With the result from i), it can be stated that the following

inequality

δa = ‖La
2‖F/‖La

1‖F > δb =
∥∥Lb

2

∥∥
F
/
∥∥Lb

1

∥∥
F

holds. (2.40)

2.3.3 Strategy for suitable PI-Observer gain design

Based on the analysis above, a compromise has to be reached between the influence

from the two aspects on the estimation quality, namely the measurement noise and the

unknown inputs.

According to Theorem 1 with increasing design parameter q the estimation quality will

be improved regarding the increasing ratio δ but be more sensitive to the measurement

noise and unmodeled dynamics considering the increasing norm ‖L2‖F . The relations

are shown in Figure 2.24) qualitatively, where the curves are drawn by way of example.

At different time points, the minimal levels of the estimation error are different, because

all the variables are time dependent. However, it is obvious that the minimal level of

estimation error can be obtained by adapting the design parameter q to the current

situation. In the following parts of this chapter, an algorithm for online adjustment of

the parameter q is presented as an Advanced PI-Observer (API-Observer) based on the

contributions in [78, 82].

2.4 Advanced PI-Observer design

In this part, the Advanced PI-Observer (API-Observer) is introduced with online adaption

of the observer gain matrix. The structure and the design process of API-Observer is given

below in detail.

4)Note that the estimation error of the states e(t) and of the unknown inputs fe(t) are coupled together
as mentioned in Chapter 2.2.3 and one of them can represent the quality of the estimations.
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at
at

at

according toaccording to
,

‖fe(t)‖

q

g(t) h(t)

ḋ(t)

t1
t2

t3

qopt1 qopt2 qopt3

Figure 2.2: Relations between estimation error ‖fe(t)‖ and design parameter q

2.4.1 Concept of the API-Observer

Based on the analysis in Chapter 2.3.2, the search for compromise is described by the

cost function

J(q), J = μ
1

h

t∫
t−h

ey(τ)T ey(τ)dτ + q, (2.41)

where the parameter μ is used for normalization (a suggested way to determine it is

to choose it as the inverse of acceptable tolerance of estimation error) and the variable

h denotes the current step size of the numerical time integration of the observer. The

measurable estimation error ey(t) = y(t) − ŷ(t) in the first part of (2.41), which is

implicitly dependent on the parameter q, represents the output estimation error, which is

influenced by measurement noise. On the other hand, the second part of the cost function

J(q) is taken into account for the evaluation of effects from unmodeled dynamics and

measurement noise. The description of the compromise J(q) is to some extent proportional

to the estimation quality from the PI-Observer according to the former discussion. The

goal here is not to reach the absolute minimal level of the estimation error, but to get

acceptable relative minimal levels of the estimation error over the time. Therefore, the

search for the local/relative minimal value of the cost function J(q)

arg min
q

J(q), J = μ
1

h

t∫
t−h

ey(τ)T ey(τ)dτ + q (2.42)

is the suitable process for adapting the parameter q to get rational relative minimal levels

of the estimation error.
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2.4 Advanced PI-Observer design

2.4.2 Structure of the API-Observer

A sketch of the API-Observer with online adaption of observer gains process is given in

Figure 2.3. The adaptive scheme shown in Figure 2.3 deciding the observer gains to be

applied is based on a bank of PI-Observers, where the variables x̂m, x̂l, and x̂r represent the

estimations (for states and unknown inputs) from different PI-Observers in the observer

bank. The API-Observer is constructed with three parallel running PI-Observers. The

Main PI-Observer
with

?

Calculation of

System
Known inputs Outputs

Adaption algorithm embedded in the integration routine

No Yes

PI-Observer
with

PI-Observer
with

Bank of PI-Observers

qm

ql = α qm

qr = β qm

t = t

k = k

t = t + h

k = k + 1

x̂(k) = x̂m(k)

qm = qopt

x̂l(k) = x̂m(k), ql = α qm

x̂r(k) = x̂m(k), qr = β qm

Jm, Jl, Jr

qopt = arg minq∈{qm,ql,qr} J

u(k) y(k)

˙̂xm(k + 1)

x̂m(k), qm

˙̂xl(k + 1)

x̂l(k), ql

˙̂xr(k + 1)

x̂r(k), qr

x̂m(k)

x̂l(k)

x̂r(k)

Jm = min {Jm, Jl, Jr}

Figure 2.3: Sketch of proposed adaption algorithm

main PI-Observer with the design parameter qm is the observer which generates the final

valid estimation. To realize the optimization, two parallel running PI-Observers which

use different design parameters ql = αqm and qr = βqm (0 < α < 1 < β) respectively

are included to compare the cost functions Jm, Jl, and Jr for the last step. If the cost

function Jm is the smallest one, namely qm = qopt, where qopt = arg minq∈{qm, ql, qr} J , then

the estimation results will be taken as valid and the integration will go on.

Otherwise the estimation results will not be taken and the integration will be repeated

with new defined qm = qopt, ql = αqm, and qr = βqm. The integration will go on for

the next step until it fulfills qm = qopt. The step size h is controlled inside the integral

algorithm with the integrated step-size control. As a matter of experience, the range of
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2 Advanced PI-Observer Design

the parameter q for the searching is taken within the interval q ∈ [1, 1030].

Briefly speaking, the task of the optimization is to keep the design parameter qm of the

main PI-Observer always having the relative minimal value of the cost function.

2.4.3 Stability of estimation error dynamics

According to the algorithm in Figure 2.3, the observer gain may change stepwise, as

shown in Figure 2.4. In general, the changing observer gains can lead to an unstable total

estimation error dynamics even if every observer gain matrix is designed to make the error

dynamics converge asymptotically to a small value.

Step

q

k + 1 k + 2 k + 3

q(k)

q(k + 1)

q(k + 2)

q(k + 3)

k

Figure 2.4: Illustration of changing gains

The stability condition for switching observers has been already addressed in many

literatures, e.g., in [88]:

If all the observer gains are chosen/designed to have the Euclidean norm of the estima-

tion error as a Lyapunov function of the error dynamics, then the total estimation error

will vanish asymptotically.

For the case which is considered in this paper, the observer matrix L is designed

using LQR method for different design parameters q. That indicates that a piecewise

Lyapunov function of the estimation error dynamics may exist, but it can not ensure the

convergence of the estimation error during the change of observer gains. However, taking

the change conditions into account the estimation error of API-Observer can be proven

to converge towards zero. The reason is that the observer gain respectively the parameter

q is changed only if the cost function J from the current observer gains, which is to some

extent proportional to the norm of the estimation error, is no more the local minimal one.

That is to say, the change is towards the direction that makes the cost function J smaller,

which ensures the convergence of the estimation error.

In order to explain it more clearly, an adaption example of the API-Observer among

three parameters qi, qii, and qiii is shown in Figure 2.5.
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Step

Case 1 Case 2

of all    possible
to be chosen

of API-Observer

J

J

q

J(qi)

t1 t2 t3 t4

J(qi)

J(qii)

J(qii)

J(qii)

J(qiii)

J(qiii)

J(q)

Figure 2.5: Cases of changing parameter q illustrated by cost function J

It is known that if the change of parameter q is arbitrary among the three parameters,

the whole trajectory of the cost function J as well as the estimation error of API-Observer

may diverge in case that the switch is alway towards the direction of a larger J , although

the observer design is Hurwitz stable for every parameter. However, in the considered

example with the given three parameters the variable parameter q is chosen with the

proposed adaptive scheme to keep the cost function J at a minimal level as marked

with the colored solid line in Figure 2.5. The adaptive parameter q in this example is

q(k1) = q(k2) = qii, q(k3) = qi, and q(k4) = qiii. The convergence of the estimation

error is discussed as follows. There exist two possible cases for the change of parameter

q: the first possibility is the one as shown by Case 1 that the cost function J from

one design parameter qii is the minimal one for two consecutive steps t1 and t2, namely

Jmin(k1) = J(qii, k1) and Jmin(k2) = J(qii, k2); the second case is that the minimal cost

function in the last step is no more the minimal one in the following step as shown by

Case 2 with Jmin(k2) = J(qii, k2) and Jmin(k3) = J(qi, k3). For Case 1, the convergence

of the cost function J as well as the estimation error is guaranteed by the asymptotic PI-

Observer design with parameter qii. For Case 2, the estimation error converges towards

zero, because the change of parameter q is made to get a smaller cost function (J(qi, k3) <

J(qii, k3)) where the speed of convergence is even faster than with the parameter q(k3) =

qii. This discussion can be extended to the general case of API-Observer with uncertain

number of parameters q for choosing. Considering the shaded area in Figure 2.5 as all

possible values of J , the final trajectory of the cost function from an API-Observer with

uncertain number of parameters q for choosing will be the gray solid line that ensures the

convergence of the estimation error towards zero.
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2 Advanced PI-Observer Design

2.4.4 Discrete-time realization

In order to show the broad applicability of the API-Observer especially in industrial areas,

the discrete-time realization is given here. The adaption algorithm shown in Figure 2.3,

which is embedded in the numerical integration routine for the continuous design, is

programmed in a simple loop in the discrete-time realization of API-Observer. The only

difference is that the design of the PI-Observers should be transformed into discrete-time

description by using the transformations

Adis = eATdis,

Bdis =

⎛
⎝

Tdis∫
0

eAtdt

⎞
⎠B,

Cdis = C,

Ddis = D,

where (A, B, C, D) are the matrices in a continuous time state space representation and

(Adis, Bdis, Cdis, Ddis) are those from the corresponding discrete-time description. Tdis is

the discretization step size.

2.5 Validation of the API-Observer on an elastic beam

In this part, the validation of the introduced API-Observer design both in continuous

time and discrete-time realization is given based on node displacements estimation of an

elastic beam system.

2.5.1 Simulation results with an elastic beam model

An elastic beam example [115] shown in Figure 2.6 is given here to illustrate the proposed

approach.

The elastic beam system is modeled using the Finite Element Method. The length of

each element is 98 mm, the cross-sectional area is 125 mm2. The displacements zi and

the angles θi (i = 1, · · · , 5) as well as the corresponding velocities and angular velocities

are considered as the system states.

The system model can be described in state space form as

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + b(t) + Nd(x, t), (2.43)

y(t) = Cx(t) + Chh(t), (2.44)

with the state vector

x(t) =
[

z1 θ1 · · · z5 θ5 ż1 θ̇1 · · · ż5 θ̇5

]T
, (2.45)

one known input b(t), one unknown input d(x, t) acting at the moment of contact between

vibrating beam and contact device. Two measurements, the displacements at the third
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Node 1

Sensors for the

displacement measurement

2 3 4 5

z1 θ1 z2 θ2 z3 θ3 z4 θ4

z5 θ5

b(t)

d(x, t)

Figure 2.6: Structure of an elastic beam

and the fourth nodes (y1(t) = x3(t), y2(t) = x7(t)), are taken. The task is to estimate the

unknown and not measured contact force d(x, t) acting on the last node of the beam.

The relevant matrices are the system matrix A =

[
010×10 I10×10

−M−1K −M−1D

]
, input

matrix N =

⎡
⎣ 018×1

1

0

⎤
⎦, the output matrix C =

[
01×2 1 01×17

01×6 1 01×13

]
, and Ch =

[
cx3

cx7

]
,

where in the simulation it is assumed that cx3 = 0.3 and cx7 = 1.

The stiffness matrix K and the mass matrix M are calculated using finite element

theory. The damping matrix is taken as D = ξK, where ξ is suitably chosen (using

Raleigh damping hypothesis).

For the simulation, the contact force calculation is realized by

d(x, t) = −3.8 × 106(x9(t) − 1 + 5 × 10−4)2, (2.46)

if the displacement of the last node fulfills x9(t) ≥ 1 representing a nonlinear and stiff

elastic contact, which is unknown in structure and parameters to the observer.

Results with API-Observer design in continuous time

At first, the simulation results from the API-Observer design in continuous time are shown

and discussed in detail.

Simulation results without consideration of measurement noise and modeling error

At first, the model for the elastic beam is assumed as perfect and no modeling errors

are considered. Simulation results from the API-Observer are shown in Figure 2.7 and

Figure 2.8 in comparison with two PI-Observers with invariant observer gains under the

same conditions (without measurement noise and modeling errors). In the case without
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2 Advanced PI-Observer Design

consideration of measurement noise and modeling error (Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8), it

can be seen that the design parameter q has to be suitably chosen (relative large, e.g.,

1016 rather than 1010) to get sound estimations of contact force and unmeasured states,

if a general high-gain PI-Observer with invariant observer gains is applied to estimate

unknown inputs. As known, it is difficult to determine the suitable level of the design

parameter q in practical applications.
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Figure 2.7: Estimation results of contact force I

Correspondingly, the estimations from the API-Observer given in Figure 2.9 are almost

as good as the results with constant parameter 1016, where the design parameter q is

setting to high levels only when the contact appears. The feature from API-Observer

with online adjusted design parameter q as well as observer gains gives the possibility for

API-Observer to have a robust performance in the situation when measurement noise and

modeling errors are not negligible.

Simulation results with consideration of measurement noise and modeling error In

this part, the performance of API-Observer will be compared with general high-gain PI-

Observers under the consideration of measurement noise and modeling errors. Here, white

noise h(t) with amplitudes of 0.5% of the measurements and some model uncertainty,

where the real damping coefficient ξ is 10% larger than the nominal value, are considered

in the simulation.

In Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11, the estimations of the contact force and the displacement

at node 5 from the API-Observer are compared with the estimations of two normal PI-

Observers with constant design parameters q = 1010 and q = 1014 respectively. It is
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Figure 2.8: Estimation results of displacement (at node 5) I
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Figure 2.9: Online optimized parameter q I

clearly shown that with a large constant design parameter q = 1014 the estimation of

the unknown input is strongly influenced by the measurement noise. In contrast, the

estimation from the PI-Observer with low design parameter q = 1010 shows almost no

effect from the measurement noise and model uncertainty, but still a large delay time
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and a non precise amplitude of the estimated contact force as in the situation when no

measurement noise and modeling errors are considered.
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Figure 2.10: Estimation results of contact force II
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Figure 2.11: Estimation results of displacement (at node 5) II
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2.5 Validation of the API-Observer on an elastic beam

The estimations from the API-Observer combine the advantages of both the high and

low parameters for q. The estimated contact force from the API-Observer reacts rapidly as

with a high design parameter q and shows no strong influence from the measurement noise

and the unmodeled dynamics. The same performance can also be found in the estimation

of the displacement x9. The changing design parameter q of the API-Observer is given

in Figure 2.12, where it can be found that during the time intervals when the contact

exists the design parameter q is adjusted to be larger than without contact. Exactly the

changing parameter q leads to better performance from API-Observer.
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Figure 2.12: Online adapted parameter q II

It can be stated as a conclusion that the online adaption in the API-Observer design is

necessary for estimation improvement and can be realized by the proposed approach as

shown.

Results with API-Observer design in discrete-time

Due to the fact that the results from the API-Observer design in discrete-time are similar

with the ones given above in continuous time, only part of the results in the second case

with consideration of measurement noise and modeling error is illustrated in Figure 2.13,

Figure 2.14, and Figure 2.15 and no detailed discussion are given here to avoid repetition.

The results show that the discrete-time design of the API-Observer is also easily real-

izable and no evident difference between the continuous time and discrete-time designs

exists. The API-Observer can be applied in discrete-time applications.
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Figure 2.13: Estimation results of contact force (discrete-time)
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Figure 2.14: Estimation results of displacement (discrete-time)

2.5.2 Experimental results on an elastic beam test rig

An elastic beam test rig [69, 115] is shown in Figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.15: Online adapted parameter q (discrete-time)

Figure 2.16: Test rig of an elastic beam

The elastic beam system is modeled using Finite Element Method as mentioned in

Chapter 2.5.1. Two measurements, the displacements at the third and the fourth nodes

(y1(t) = x7(t), y2(t) = x9(t)), are taken. The task is to estimate the unknown and not

measured contact force d(x, t) acting on the last node of the beam.

The relevant matrices are the system matrix A =

[
010×10 I10×10

−M−1K −M−1D

]
, input

matrix B = N =

⎡
⎣ 018×1

1

0

⎤
⎦, the output matrix C =

[
01×6 1 01×13

01×8 1 01×11

]
.

The contact moment in time is defined by the situation, when the displacement of the

last node fulfills x9(t) ≥ 2.15. The contact is assumed as an elastic-plastic contact, so the
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contact force is nonlinear with respect to displacement and time. The goal is to estimate

the unknown contact force and the force to initialize the beam. Here the discrete-time

API-Observer is applied. The experimental results are shown in Figure 2.17.
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Figure 2.17: Comparisons of estimations

In Figure 2.17(a), the comparison of the estimated contact force from different observers

with the measured force is given to show at a glance the difference from three observers:

a PI-Observer with q = 108, a PI-Observer with q = 1012, and the API-Observer. The
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results show that the estimation quality using gains with q = 108 is not good, because

the dynamics of the observer design with q = 108 is too slow to follow the fast dynamics

of the contact force. On the other hand, the PI-Observer design with q = 1012 is also

not optimal due to the strong influence from measurement noise to the estimation results

caused by the high gains with q = 1012. From the comparison of measured and estimated

displacement x9 in Figure 2.17(b), it can be clearly seen that the displacement is almost

perfectly reconstructed with high observer gains (q = 1012) considering both the real

displacement x9 and the measurement noise as the behavior from the system. That

exactly leads to the noisy estimation of the contact force with high observer gains. In

contrast, the estimated force from the API-Observer follows rapidly the contact with a

high design parameter q and shows not so strong influence from the measurement noise

as with the constant parameter q = 1012 when the contact is not taking place.

The changing design parameter q of API-Observer is given in Figure 2.18 to illustrate

again the adaption of the design parameter q.
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Figure 2.18: Parameter q of the API-Observer with experiment results

2.6 Summary

The Advanced PI-Observer (API-Observer) design is discussed in this chapter. The de-

velopment of the PI-Observer is reviewed in the beginning, before the API-Observer is

proposed. After that, the general PI-Observer design is briefly repeated and new discus-

sions about the observer gain design are given to show the importance and possibilities

for choosing suitable observer gains. Based on the discussion, the API-Observer design

with one tunning parameter q is proposed to solve the problem of determining observer
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gains for unknown inputs estimation for the PI-Observer. In the API-Observer, the ob-

server gains are adjusted according to the current situation and request. Furthermore,

the suitable amplitude of observer gains from API-Observer is determined by the local

minimization of the cost function. In contrast, the suitable observer gains for a general

PI-Observer is chosen by trial and error method. Simulation and experiment results from

an elastic beam are given to illustrate the implementation of the API-Observer. From

the results, it can be concluded that the performance of the API-Observer for unknown

input estimation is robust to the changes and differences of system behavior at different

time, because it not strongly influenced by measurement noise and modeling errors in

comparison with the general PI-Observer design with invariant observer gains.
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3 Robust Nonlinear Control Design

Based on PI-Observer Technique

For nonlinear systems, no general control theory has yet been developed. Different ap-

proaches have been proposed to realize robust control for nonlinear systems. Here, the

PI-Observer can estimate the unknown inputs of a system as extended states and will

be applied to combine with the classical input-output exact feedback linearization. The

approach as the combination of exact feedback linearization and PI-Observer (named

as EFL-PIO) will be shown in the sequel to realize a robust nonlinear control for a

class of nonlinear systems. The lack of robustness in classical nonlinear control meth-

ods, like the exact feedback linearization method, strongly limits their application. In

[28, 89, 91, 101, 104] different methods are developed and applied to solve the robustness

problem. However, most of the methods [89, 101, 104] consider known bounds and/or dy-

namical properties of the modeling errors or the disturbances. In [28, 91], robust feedback

linearization methods are proposed by improving the design of the nonlinear feedback.

All of the methods are proposed to improve the robustness of exact feedback linearization

when disturbances act on the considered system, but none of them can give the current

information of the disturbances. The EFL-PIO approach discussed in this thesis takes no

information or assumptions from the dynamics of the modeling errors and disturbances

into consideration. Furthermore, the modeling errors and disturbances can be estimated

as unknown inputs together with the system states by the high-gain PI-Observer.

3.1 Considered class of nonlinear systems

The considered class of nonlinear systems with unknown inputs is described by

ẋ(t) = f(x) + g(x)u(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Nominal model

+Ed(x, t),

y(t) = h(x),

(3.1)

where x(t) ∈ R
n denotes the state vector, u(t) ∈ R

l the input vector, y(t) ∈ R
m the

output to be controlled. The vector d(x, t) ∈ R
s with s ≤ n together with the constant

matrix E ∈ R
n×s represents the unknown inputs. Disturbances, modeling errors, param-

eter uncertainties, or other uncertainties to the nominal model can be summarized under

Ed(x, t), possibly in all the dynamical equations (when the rank of E equals n).

The problem to be solved is to design a controller, which can stabilize the system

behavior or realize stable tracking and regulation control for the system in spite of the
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3 Robust Nonlinear Control Design Based on PI-Observer Technique

existence of disturbances d(x, t).

Several assumptions are considered:

• The vector fields f(·) on R
n, d(·) on R

s, g(·) on R
n×l, and h(·) on R

m are smooth5).

• The system has an equilibrium at x = 0.

• The unknown inputs d(x, t) and the corresponding derivatives are bounded, but the

bounds and the related dynamical behavior are unknown.

• The nominal model of the system is available, input-output linearizable and the

internal dynamics are stable.

• In MIMO cases, the number of the inputs equals the number of outputs, namely

l = m.

A robust control approach is required to control the class of nonlinear systems in (3.1)

due to the existence of unknown disturbances d(x, t).

3.2 Robust control approach based on exact linearization

and PI-Observer

The proposed approach based on the contributions in [79, 81] shown in Figure 3.1 takes

the advantages of the exact feedback linearization method to get a transformed (input-

output linearized) description of the system and then applies the PI-Observer to estimate

the transformed states together with the transformed unknown inputs. Using a state

feedback control and a disturbance rejection, a robust control for the transformed system

can be designed. With the assumption of the stability of the remaining zero dynamics,

which is a typical assumption controlling mechanical system and which can be easily

realized, the whole control loop with the proposed control design is stable and robust.

3.2.1 Input-output linearization of nonlinear system models

With the classical input-output linearization method as introduced in [47], the system

model (3.1) can be transformed into the following form

⎡
⎢⎣

y
(r1)
1 (t)

...

y
(rm)
m (t)

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣

v1(t)
...

vm(t)

⎤
⎥⎦+

⎡
⎢⎣

d̃1(x, t)
...

d̃m(x, t)

⎤
⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
d̃(x,t)

(3.2)

5)A smooth function is a function that has continuous derivatives up to some desired order over some
domain.
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of the proposed approach

by feedback linearization with the input being defined as

u(t) = −Γ−1(x)

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

Lr1

f
h1(x)

...

Lrm

f
hm(x)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦+ Γ−1(x)

⎡
⎢⎣

v1(t)
...

vm(t)

⎤
⎥⎦ 6)

, (3.3)

where the decoupling matrix

Γ(x) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

Lg1L
r1−1

f
h1(x) · · · LgmLr1−1

f
h1(x)

...
. . .

...

Lg1L
rm−1

f
hm(x) · · · LgmLrm−1

f
hm(x)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (3.4)

and the transformed unknown effects are

d̃(x, t) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

Lr1−1

Ed
h1 + d

dt
(Lr1−2

Ed
h1) + d2

dt
(Lr1−3

Ed
h1) + · · · + d(r1−1)

dt
(LEdh1)

...

Lrm−1

Ed
hm + d

dt
(Lrm−2

Ed
hm) + d2

dt
(Lrm−3

Ed
hm) + · · · + d(rm−1)

dt
(LEdhm)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

with ri, i = 1, . . . , m, the smallest integer such that at least and firstly one of the inputs

appear in y
(ri)
i . The total relative degree of the system is defined by r = r1 + r2 + · · · +

rm. After the input-output linearization, the system model is transformed into a form

with external dynamics (the input-output dynamics) and internal dynamics. Define new

6)Here LiGH denotes the i−th Lie derivative of H with respect to G, where the Lie derivatives are defined

by L0GH = H, LiGH = LGLi−1

G H = ∇(Li−1

G H)G(i = 1, 2, . . .) with ∇G � ∂G
∂x and H = H(x) and

G = G(x) are functions of x.
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coordinates for the external dynamics as

X 1
1 (t) = y1(t) = h1(x), X 1

2 (t) = Lfh1(x), · · · X 1
r1

(t) = Lr1−1
f h1(x)

...

Xm
1 (t) = ym(t) = hm(x), Xm

2 (t) = Lfhm(x), · · · Xm
rm

(t) = Lrm−1
f hm(x),

(3.5)

where the states are the m outputs yi and their derivatives up to order ri with i =

1, · · · , m. Choosing n−r variables η1(t), · · · , ηn−r(t), which are independent with respect

to each other and to the coordinates X (t) and the new state vector

[ X (t)

η(t)

]
for the

system is completed.

The external dynamics

Ẋ i
1(t) = X i

2(t)
... (3.6)

Ẋ i
ri
(t) = vi(t) + d̃i(x, t)

for i = 1, · · · , m together with the internal dynamics (if r < n)

η̇(t) = w(X , η) + P (X , η)u(t) + Q(X , η)d(t) (3.7)

describes the system dynamics. If n = r, no internal dynamics exists. The system is

input-output linearized.

Based on the transformed form of the system with the external and internal dynamics in

(3.6)-(3.7), linear control laws, e.g., state feedback with pole placement or LQR method,

can be applied to control the transformed system (3.6). The performance of the control

is apparently affected by the transformed unknown inputs, which makes classical nonlin-

ear control ineffective. Additionally to realize the control design for the original system

(3.1) with the classical nonlinear method, it has to be assumed that all the states x(t)

are available (by measurements or reconstruction applying suitable observers assuming

observability).

In the following paragraphs, a PI-Observer will be designed to estimate the states and

the unknown disturbances in (3.2).

3.2.2 PI-Observer design for the transformed system

From the transformed system model (3.2), the transformed system dynamics are decou-

pled in m subsystems which can be described uniformly by

y
(ri)
i (t) = vi(t) + d̃i(x, t), i = 1, · · · , m, or (3.8)

Ẋ i
1(t) = X i

2(t)
... (3.9)

Ẋ i
ri
(t) = vi(t) + d̃i(x, t).
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3.2 Robust control approach based on exact linearization and PI-Observer

Every subsystem can be written in an individual state space form

Ẋ i(t) = AiX i(t) + Bivi(t) + Nid̃i(x, t),

yi(t) = CiX i(t),
(3.10)

with state vector X i(t) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

yi(t)

ẏi(t)
...

y
(ri)
i (t)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

ri×1

, system matrix Ai =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 1 · · · 0
... 0

. . . 0

0 · · · 0 1

0 · · · · · · 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

ri×ri

,

input matrix Bi =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
...

0

1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

ri×1

, matrix Ni =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
...

0

1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

ri×1

, output matrix

Ci =
[

1 0 · · · 0
]
1×ri

.

In this case, it is obvious that the system is fully controllable and fully observable

according to the structure of (Ai, Bi) and (Ai, Ci).

The decoupled subsystems have an appropriate structure for the proposed PI- Observer

design [118]. Therefore, PI-Observers can be constructed for each subsystem separately,

for example

⎡
⎣ ˙̂X i(t)

˙̂
d̃i(x, t)

⎤
⎦ =

[ Ai Ni

0 0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Aei

[
X̂ i(t)
ˆ̃di(x, t)

]
+

[ Bi

0

]
vi(t)

+

[ L1i

L2i

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Li

(yi(t) − ŷi(t)),

ŷi(t) =
[ Ci 0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Cei

[
X̂ i(t)
ˆ̃
di(x, t)

]
.

(3.11)

Furthermore, the requirement of a PI-Observer design [97, 118] is fulfilled: the extended

system (Aei, Cei) is fully observable. With properly chosen observer gain matrices L1i

and L2i with the corresponding dimension ri × 1 and 1× 1, the transformed states Xi(t)

and the transformed disturbances d̃i(x, t) can be estimated with the PI-Observer as X̂i(t)

and ˆ̃di(x, t).

3.2.3 Robust control design for the transformed system

Realizing a robust control, a state feedback control with a disturbance rejection

vi(t) = −KiX̂ i(t) − ˆ̃di(x, t) (3.12)
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3 Robust Nonlinear Control Design Based on PI-Observer Technique

can be taken to stabilize the transformed system dynamics, because the estimations X̂ i(t)

and
ˆ̃
di(x, t) are available from the PI-Observer and the transformed system is assumed as

fully controllable. The state feedback control (gain matrix Ki) is designed by pole place-

ment method with the characteristic polynomial to be a Hurwitz polynomial. Using the

nonlinear feedback (3.3), the inputs to the original system dynamics can be constructed.

At the same time, from the m PI-Observers the external unknown inputs d̃(x, t) can be

estimated in the transformed coordinations. Of course all the states x(t) and outputs y(t)

in the original coordinates should be available to realize the input-output linearization as

usual.

3.2.4 Stability of the closed-loop system

The following theorem is addressed in order to analyze the stability and robustness of the

closed-loop system.

Theorem 1. Assume the system (3.1) has relative degree r and its zero dynamics is

locally asymptotically stable. With state feedback matrices

Ki =
[ Ki

1 Ki
2 · · · Ki

ri

]
for every subsystem satisfying Hurwitz stability criterion and PI-Observers designed by

LQR method with suitable chosen observer gains, the closed-loop system is locally asymp-

totically stable and robust against the unknown disturbances d.

Proof. The external dynamics (3.6) is transformed with the control input designed by

(3.12) into

Ẋ i
ri

= −Ki
1X̂ i

1 −Ki
2X̂ i

2 − · · · − Ki
ri
X̂ i

ri
+ d̃i(x, t) − ˆ̃

di(x, t), (3.13)

which can be analyzed after Laplace transformation in frequency domain

(sri + Ki
ri
sri−1 + · · ·+ Ki

2s + Ki
1)X i

1(s) = Ki
(
X i(s) − X̂ i

(s)
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Kiei(s)

+ d̃i(s) − ˆ̃
di(s)︸ ︷︷ ︸

fe
i
(s)

with ei(s) and fe
i(s) as the estimation errors from the PI-Observer design in (3.11). The

output yi(s) = X i
1(s) accordingly the external dynamics is stable, because the character-

istic polynomial in (3.13) is Hurwitz stable and the inputs to the transfer behavior, the

estimation errors of the PI-Observer, converge to an arbitrarily small value γ.

Due to the fact that the zero dynamics is assumed to be stable, it can be concluded

that the whole control loop is stable and robust to the disturbances d.

3.3 Conditions for the application on mechanical systems

The proposed robust control approach in Chapter 3.2 has two requirements:

i) all the states in original coordinates should be either available or observable as trans-

formed states in (3.10) and

ii) a nominal input-output linearizable model has to be available.
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3.3 Conditions for the application on mechanical systems

For mechanical systems, the limitations are not strong. In the following paragraphs,

the conditions for the application of the proposed approach will be discussed.

3.3.1 Modeling of general mechanical systems

Without loss of generality, the discussed class of nonlinear mechanical systems is described

by n second order differential equations

⎡
⎢⎣

q̈1(t)
...

q̈n(t)

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣

f1(q1, q̇1, · · · , qn, q̇n)
...

fn(q1, q̇1, · · · , qn, q̇n)

⎤
⎥⎦

+

⎡
⎢⎣

g11(q1, q̇1, · · · , qn, q̇n) · · · g1l(q1, q̇1, · · · , qn, q̇n)
...

. . .
...

gn1(q1, q̇1, · · · , qn, q̇n) · · · gnl(q1, q̇1, · · · , qn, q̇n)

⎤
⎥⎦u(t)

+

⎡
⎢⎣

d1(q1, q̇1, · · · , qn, q̇n, t)
...

dn(q1, q̇1, · · · , qn, q̇n, t)

⎤
⎥⎦ , (3.14)

namely

q̈(t) = f (q, q̇) + g(q, q̇)u(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Nominal model

+d(q, q̇, t), (3.15)

ym(t) = q(t), (3.16)

yc(t) = Ccq(t), (3.17)

with q(t) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

q1(t)

q2(t)
...

qn(t)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R

n, input vector u(t) ∈ R
l, outputs to be controlled yc(t) ∈ R

m

and measurement ym(t) ∈ R
n. The vector fields f (·) on R

n and g(·) on R
n×l are assumed

as smooth. The assumed system structure (3.15) is typical for systems like mass-spring,

multibody, or mechanical systems modelled by finite element method.

3.3.2 Conditions for the applications

Some assumptions are made here for mechanical systems to adopt the proposed robust

control approach:

• all the displacements q are measurable, see (3.16),

• the outputs to be controlled are assumed as some of displacement, see (3.17),

• the number of inputs is equal to the number of outputs to be controlled, namely

l = m in Chapter 3.3.1, and
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• the nominal system model in (3.15) is input-output linearizable.

With the assumptions mentioned above, the system (3.15) can be written in a general

form with 2n first order differential equations

φ̇(t) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

φn+1

...

φ2n

f (φ)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦+

[
0n×1

g(φ)

]
u(t) +

[
0n×1

d(φ, t)

]
,

ycontrol(t) = Ccontrφ(t),

ymeasure(t) = Cmeasureφ(t),

(3.18)

with the state vector φ(t) =

[
q(t)

q̇(t)

]
and output matrices Ccontr and Cmeasure.

For such systems, the application of the proposed approach is feasible. The requirements

of the approach are fufilled here.

Availability of all the states:

For the nonlinear feedback in the input-output linearization process in (3.3)-(3.5), usu-

ally all the system states, the outputs, and the derivatives of the outputs in the original

coordinates are required. This includes for the application on mechanical systems:

• All the displacement as well as the outputs to be controlled are assumed as mea-

surable.

• The velocities, which are also states in the original coordinates, can be estimated

either by PI-Observers as the states in the transformed coordinates when the corre-

sponding displacement are to be controlled, or by additional PI-Observers designed

for estimation of the internal dynamics if the corresponding displacement do not

appear in the outputs.

• The derivatives of the outputs can be obtained from the PI-Observers as the states

in the transformed coordinates.

Possibility of full rank disturbance estimation:

Another important aspect is that the estimations of modeling errors and disturbances as

unknown inputs possibly with full rank in the original coordinates in (3.14) are available

based on the estimations of transformed unknown inputs by the PI-Observers.

3.4 Application examples

Two application examples of mechanical systems are given in this part to illustrate the

application of the EFL-PIO method proposed in Chapter 3.2. One is a single link rigid

manipulator depicted in Figure 3.2 with flexible joint (a single-input single-output (SISO)

nonlinear benchmark system) and the other one is a multi-input multi-output (MIMO)
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nonlinear mass-spring system. The general implementation procedure of EFL-PIO is

detailed with the application on the MIMO mass-spring system. The SISO robot system

is chosen to show the application of EFL-PIO on the nonlinear systems in special cases

where the nonlinear model is input-state-output linearizable.

3.4.1 Robust control of a SISO mechanical system

A well-known example of nonlinear mechanical systems, a single link rigid manipulator

with flexible joint [119], is considered here. The system model is known input-state-

output linearizable. The application condition of the proposed EFL-PIO method that the

system model should be input-output linearizable is fulfilled naturally for an input-state-

output linearizable system. Some details in the design have to be carefully considered

for input-state-output linearizable systems. For instance, the limitation of displacement

measurements mentioned in 3.3.2 may be relaxed, because the original states are available

with back transformation from the transformed states estimated by PI-Observer. On the

other hand, one possible problem is that the transformed matrix which indicates the acting

position of the disturbances in the linearized model may not be constant. This can be

solved by defining new variables in the linearized description of the system. Furthermore,

the observability of the extended system should be verified and the required measurements

should be therefore determined also circumstantially. The implementation of the EFL-

PIO method will be shown in detail. The specific feature of EFL-PIO is the ability to

give the estimation of the disturbances besides the robust feature.

I, M

J

kq

Lq

1

2

Figure 3.2: Single link robot with joint flexibility[119]
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Modeling of single link rigid manipulator with flexible joint

A sketch of the well known example [119] is shown in Figure 3.2. The nominal input-state

linearizable model of the system is defined as

ẋ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

x2

−MgL
I

sin(x1) − k
I
(x1 − x3)

x4

− k
J
(x1 − x3)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦+

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0

0

0
1
J

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦u

= f(x) + g(x)u,

with the states x = [q1 q̇1 q2 q̇2]
T . The variables q1 and q2 denote the angles of the movable

and fixed part of the robot respectively and the variables q̇1, q̇2 are the corresponding

angular velocities, see Figure 3.2. The variable u is the input torque from the motor. The

unknown effects are taken as an external torque Mex = 3 N ·mm acting on the free robot

arm for time t ≥ 3s. and a real moment of inertia Ireal = 0.75I (75% of the nominal one).

Therefore, an extended model of the system can be described by

ẋ = f (x) + g(x)u + Ed(x, t), (3.19)

with E = [0 1 0 0]T and d(x, t) = −1
3

[
MgL

I
sin(x1) + k

I
(x1 − x3)

]
+ Mex

Ireal
. The measurements

will be discussed later. The parameters from a test rig in [43] are used here and listed in

Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Parameters used in the simulation

Variable Physical meaning Value Unit

M Link mass 0.2 kg

g Acceleration of gravity 9.81 m/s2

L Center of mass 0.02 m

I Link inertial 1.35×10−4 kg·m2

J Rotor inertia 2.16×10−3 kg·m2

k Stiffness 7.47 N·m/rad

Input-state-output linearization

With the transformation

z = T (x) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

x1

x2

−MgL
I

sin(x1) − k
I
(x1 − x3)

−MgL
I

cos(x1)x2 − k
I
(x2 − x4)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

a special input-state linearized model of the system (3.19) is described by

ż = Az + bv + N̄d, (3.20)
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where N̄ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0

1

0

−MgL
I

cos(x1) − k
I

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦, A =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦, b =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0

0

0

1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦, and

v =
k

IJ
u + a(x),

with

a(x) =
MgL

I
sin(x1)

[
x2

2 +
MgL

I
cos(x1) +

k

I

]

+
k

I
(x1 − x3)

[
k

I
+

k

J
+

MgL

I
cos(x1)

]
.

PI-Observer and robust control design for the input-state-output linearized model

It can be seen that the linearized model in (3.20) is not suitable for a PI-Observer design

because of the non-constant matrix N̄ , which is a general problem in the application of

EFL-PIO method to input-state-output linearizable systems. To solve this problem, two

different possible solutions can be considered: one is to define a new input variable based

on v; the other one is to define an additional unknown input besides d. In the latter one,

the new unknown input will be dependent on the unknown input d which leads to a larger

system dimension in the PI-Observer design and reduces the efficiency. Hence, the first

possibility to solve the problem with non-constant matrix N̄ is considered. A new input

variable is defined by

ṽ = v +

[
−MgL

I
cos(x1) − k

I

]
d.

Accordingly, the linearized model (3.20) is transformed into

ż = Az + bṽ + Ñd, (3.21)

where Ñ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0

1

0

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦.

With the measurements x1 and x3, the states z1 = x1 and z2 = −MgL
I

sin(x1)− k
I
(x1−x3)

in the linearized model (3.20) are available. It is proven with Kalman criterion that the

extended system of the model (3.21) with

Ae =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ and Ce =

[
1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

]

is observable. Note that measuring x1 and x3 is the simplest way to have an observable

model for (3.20), because the extended system is proven not observable using Kalman
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criterion with less measurements (e.g., with only one measurement x1 or x2) or other

combinations with two measurements. The variables ẑ, d̂, and x̂ = T−1ẑ can then be

estimated and calculated by a suitable PI-Observer design for the system (3.21). A robust

control for the system is then designed by u = IJ
k

[
ṽ − a(x̂) +

(
MgL

I
cos(x̂1) + k

I

)
d̂
]
, with

a state feedback and disturbance rejection ṽ = −K[ẑ −zref d̂]T for the linearized model.

Simulation results

Simulation results are given in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4. Here, control performance
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Figure 3.3: Simulation results

from the proposed approach (EFL-PIO) and a nonlinear controller designed based on the

classical exact feedback linearization and a Luenberger observer (EFL-Lue) are compared

for the two cases with and without unknown/unmodeled effects. The same state feedback

matrix is used in both of the methods. When the model and parameters are known

and no disturbance exists, both of the EFL-Lue and EFL-PIO can achieve good control

performance in the position control of x1 as shown in Figure 3.3(a), where unit step

functions at different time are taken as reference signal respectively for the two methods

in order to get clear illustration of both methods. With the assumed unknown effects in

the simulation, the EFL-Lue cannot stabilize the system, see Figure 3.3(b), because of

the strong influence from the unknown effects, especially the external torque for t ≥ 3s.

The proposed EFL-PIO not only stabilizes the system in spite of the existence of the

disturbance and uncertainties, but also gives an estimation of the unknown effects as

shown in Figure 3.4.

It can be seen from the results that the proposed approach is robust to the considered

parameter uncertainty and the disturbance torque.
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Figure 3.4: Estimation of unknown effects from PI-Observer

3.4.2 Robust control design of MIMO mass-spring system

A mechanical system will be used in this part to illustrate the general implementation

process of the presented robust control method on input-output linearizable nonlinear

mechanical systems as assumed.

Modeling of a nonlinear MIMO mass-spring system

An example of nonlinear MIMO mechanical systems, based on the system [3] shown in

Figure 3.5, is given to illustrate the proposed method. The system is a mass-spring system

m

u1

x1

x2

x3

d d
1

2 d3

m

u2

m

Figure 3.5: Nonlinear MIMO mechanical system
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with nonlinear spring stiffness, which can be modeled as

mẍ1 = k(−2x1 + x2) + kp[−x3
1 + (x2 − x1)

3] + u1 + d1,

mẍ2 = k(x1 − 2x2 + x3) + kp[(x3 − x2)
3 − (x2 − x1)

3] + u2 + d2,

mẍ3 = k(x2 − x3) + kp(x2 − x3)
3 + d3,

ymeas =
[

x1 x2 x3

]T
, and

ycontr =
[

y1 y2

]T
=
[

x1 x3

]T
.

(3.22)

The parameters used in simulation are m = 0.5 kg, k = 217.0 N/m, and kp = 63.5 N/m3.

The dynamics of the disturbance forces d1, d2, and d3 acting on the masses are assumed as

unknown to the control design but considered in the simulation as d1 = 5, d2 = 10sin(5t),

and d3 = 20sin(10t) additionally to the nominal model presented in [3].

The input-output linearized form of the system can be written as

ÿ1 = v1 +
d1

m
= v1 + η̄1, (3.23)

y2
(4) = v2 + [

k

m
+

3kp

m
(x2 − x3)

2](
d2

m
− d3

m
) = v2 + η̄2, (3.24)

if the inputs are chosen as

u1 = m

[
v1 − k

m
(−2x1 + x2) − kp

m

[−x3
1 + (x2 − x1)

3
]]

and (3.25)

u2 =
m

k
m

+ 3kp

m
(x2 − x3)2

×

{v2 −
[

k

m
+

3kp

m
(x2 − x3)

2

]
× (3.26)

[
k

m
(x1 − 3x2 + 2x3) +

kp

m

[
2(x3 − x2)

3 − (x2 − x1)
3
]]−

6
kp

m
(x2 − x3)(ẋ2 − ẋ3)

2}.

The remaining zero dynamics/internal dynamics

ẍ2 =
1

m

[
k(x1 − 2x2 + x3) + kp[(x3 − x2)

3 − (x2 − x1)
3] + u2 + d2

]

are stable, if the disturbance d2 is bounded.

Two PI-Observers can be designed for the transformed decoupled dynamics (3.23) and

(3.24)

ża =

[
0 1

0 0

]
za +

[
0

1

]
v1 +

[
0

1

]
ˆ̄η1 + L1a(y1 − ŷ1),

ˆ̄̇η1 = L2a(y1 − ŷ1),

ŷ1 =
[

1 0
]
za,

(3.27)
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and

żb =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ zb +

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0

0

0

1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ v2 +

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0

0

0

1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ˆ̄η2 + L1b(y2 − ŷ2),

ˆ̄̇η2 = L2b(y2 − ŷ2),

ŷ2 =
[

1 0 0 0
]
zb,

(3.28)

with the state vectors za =

[
ŷ1

ˆ̇y1

]
and zb =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

ŷ2

ˆ̇y2

ˆ̈y2

ŷ
(3)
2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦, to estimate the transformed states

and disturbances, namely x̂1, ˆ̇x1, ˆ̄η1, x̂3, ˆ̇x3, ˆ̈x3, x̂
(3)
3 , and ˆ̄η2. To construct the inputs

in (3.25) and (3.26), besides the displacement x1, x2, and x3 the velocities ẋ2 and ẋ3

are also required. As a transformed coordinate, the velocity ẋ3 can be estimated by the

PI-Observer (3.28). To estimate the velocity ẋ2, a third PI-Observer can be designed by

żc =

[
0 1

0 0

]
zc +

[
0

1

]
v3 +

[
0

1

]
ˆ̄η3 + L1c(x2 − x̂2),

ˆ̄̇η3 = L2c(x2 − x̂2),

(3.29)

with state vector zc =

[
x̂2

ˆ̇x2

]
,

v3 = k
m

[(x1 − 2x2 + x3) + kp[(x3 − x2)
3 − (x2 − x1)

3] + u2], and η̄3 = d2

m
.

With the estimations from the three PI-Observers (3.27), (3.28), and (3.29), the system

(3.14) can be transformed into an input-output linearized form with nonlinear feedback

(3.25) and (3.26). To realize a robust control loop, linear control methods can be applied

to the linearized model (3.23) and (3.24), for example with linear state feedback control

v1 = −20ˆ̇x1 − 100(x1 − x1ref ) − ˆ̄η1, (3.30)

v2 = −200x̂
(3)
3 − 15000ˆ̈x3 − 500000ˆ̇x3 − 6250000(x3 − x3ref ) − ˆ̄η2. (3.31)

The desired values taken in the simulation are x1ref = 0.25 and x3ref = 0.3. The dynamics

of the disturbances d1, d2, and d3 are calculated from the estimations ˆ̄η1, ˆ̄η2, and ˆ̄η3.

Simulation results

The simulation results considering a perfect nominal model of the system (no external

disturbances d1 = d2 = d3 = 0) with the proposed EFL-PIO method in comparison

with classical input-output linearization method based on Luenberger observer (EFL-Lue)

are given in Figure 3.6. It can be concluded that considering no disturbance both the

proposed EFL-PIO method and the classical EFL-Lue result in good control performance

(both the control errors converge). To illustrate the robustness of the control methods,
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of control results I
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of control results II

simulation results with consideration of external disturbances (d1 = 5, d2 = 10sin(5t),

and d3 = 20sin(10t)) are shown in Figure 3.7.

The control performance from the proposed approach EFL-PIO has almost not been

changed under the condition of existing external disturbances. In comparison, the classical

EFL-Lue method is strongly influenced by the disturbances and the control results show

a large remaining control error.

The only use of the control error to evaluate the performance of controllers is not a

reasonable criterion, because the adjustable controller gains influence strongly the control

results and result in different input energy required. Therefore, a criterion based on gains

PK =

⎡
⎣

T∫
0

u2dt,

T∫
0

e2dt

⎤
⎦

K

, (3.32)

which considers both the control error
∫ T

0
e2dt and the input energy

∫ T

0
u2dt is used to
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evaluate the control performance, where PK denotes the trajectory of the control input

u as well as the control error e with changing K. Here K defines the controller gains

that can be tuned and T denotes the time window, where the performance is considered

and compared. The performance of control design can be evaluated by judging the trends

of the trajectories PK with different methods. The one that reaches the same control

error with lower input energy or uses the same energy to get smaller control error (i. e.,

closer to the origin) denotes the more effective control approach. Furthermore, the one

with smaller change in the trajectory under uncertain conditions or with disturbances is

robuster.

The criterion is applied for the detailed evaluation of the two control methods EFL-

PIO and EFL-Lue as shown in Figure 3.8. The points are obtained in simulations with

different set of control gains designed by pole-placement method. The time window T = 10

sec. is chosen. The trajectories of PK EFL−PIO
with and without disturbance are almost

identical which implies to a strong robustness of the EFL-PIO method. In contrast, the

trajectories PK EFL−Lue
show a large influence from the disturbance, although the EFL-

Lue method is in the case without disturbance more effective than the proposed EFL-PIO

method due to the lower location.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison by means of criterion PK

Finally, the proposed approach not only realizes a robust control for the considered

class of nonlinear MIMO systems, but also generates plausible estimations of the unknown

disturbances/modeling error as shown in Figure 3.9. This may be in addition a suitable

approach for extended Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI) and/or Structural Health

Monitoring (SHM) technique supervising the condition and state of system by for example

evaluating residuals.
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Figure 3.9: Estimation of disturbances

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, the robust control method based on PI-Observer and exact feedback

linearization for nonlinear systems was introduced in detail. The nominal model of the

considered class of system is assumed available and input-output linearizable. The un-

known inputs or disturbances to the nominal system are assumed bounded, but no con-

crete bounds or dynamics of disturbances are known. Especially, the application of the

proposed EFL-PIO method on nonlinear mechanical systems is discussed in Chapter 3.3,

where the necessary conditions for the application are listed. Furthermore, two exam-

ples of typical nonlinear mechanical systems are given to illustrate the implementation of

the proposed method. The general design process of the EFL-PIO method for systems

with input-output linearizable system model is shown by a MIMO nonlinear mass-spring

system in Chapter 3.4.2. The other example illustrates the application of the EFL-PIO

on a nonlinear SISO mechanical system with input-state-output linearizable model. The

control performance and the robustness of the EFL-PIO are compared for both examples

with a classical exact feedback linearization method combined with a Luenberger observer

(EFL-Lue). The improvement of robustness for the classical exact feedback linearization

method is obvious. Additionally, the proposed EFL-PIO method offers plausible estima-

tion of disturbances considered as unknown inputs.
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Technique

The applications of PI-Observer on mechanical systems as introduced in Chapter 2.1 have

been reported in many research publications. In the following parts, the PI-Observer-

based control is implemented on a hydraulic differential cylinder to show its applicability

on hydraulic systems. Here the nonlinear robust control approach (EFL-PIO) proposed

in Chapter 3.2 with position measurement as well as a linear PI-Observer-based state

feedback control and disturbance rejection without position measurement is used for the

position control of the hydraulic cylinder. The design process and experimental results

are given below to illustrate the PI-Observer-based control design for hydraulic systems.

4.1 Robust position control of a hydraulic cylinder with

position sensor

Hydraulic cylinders are hydraulic systems with strongly nonlinear electro-mechanical be-

havior. They are widely used in several industrial areas, such as robots, heavy machines

and so on. The dynamics of the hydraulic differential cylinder is described by nonlin-

ear coupled differential equations (see [10, 121]). Many nonlinear control approaches have

been developed for the position control of hydraulic differential cylinder, but most of them

are based on the assumption, that the system model is perfectly known and related to the

actual control situation (load, pressure, oil temperature, etc.), for example, the classical

feedback linearization method developed by [10]. However, effective and safe nonlinear

control approaches, which are robust to external disturbances and model uncertainties are

required. In [28, 89, 91, 101, 104] different methods are developed and applied to solve the

robustness problem of the exact feedback linearization approach. However, most of the

methods like those published by [89, 101, 104] consider known bounds and/or dynamical

properties of the modeling errors or the disturbances. On the other hand robust nonlin-

ear controllers for hydraulic systems are also discussed except for the improved classical

nonlinear control methods. A disturbance rejection-based control is introduced in [11],

where the disturbance is successfully decoupled and its influence to the output is reduced.

The approach requires the measurement of the disturbance force and its time derivative,

which limits the application to those applications in which both measurements are avail-

able. To solve the same problem, an adaptive control method is presented in [121] also

with requirements of several measurements, such as measurements of the time derivatives
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of the pressures. In contrast, the EFL-PIO approach proposed in this thesis combines

the classical exact feedback linearization method and the PI-Observer to realize a robust

nonlinear control for nonlinear systems with input-output linearizable nominal model. It

utilizes PI-Observer to estimate the unknown effects instead of direct measurements of

unknown disturbances or model uncertainties. With the introduction and illustration in

Chapter 3.2, the EFL-PIO method is shown as an effective robust control method for me-

chanical systems, when the nominal system model is not precise and unknown external

disturbances exist. In the following paragraphs, the EFL-PIO will be applied for a robust

position control design for a hydraulic differential cylinder based on the contribution in

[80].

4.1.1 Modeling of a hydraulic differential cylinder system

A nonlinear dynamical model of a hydraulic differential cylinder with a proportional

control valve as shown in Figure 4.1 is given by

ẋ(t) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x2

1

m(x1)

[
(x3 − x4

ϕ
)AA

]

Eoil(x3)

VA(x1)
(−AAx2)

Eoil(x4)

VB(x1)

(
AA

ϕ
x2

)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

+

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0

0
Eoil(x3)

VA(x1)
QA(x3)

Eoil(x4)

VB(x1)
QB(x4)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

u(t) +

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0

d(t)

0

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

= f(x) + g(x)u(t) + d(t),

y(t) = x1(t) = h(x), ym(t) =

⎡
⎣ x1(t)

x3(t)

x4(t)

⎤
⎦ ,

(4.1)

with the variant mass

m(x1) = mbasic + ρfl(VA(x1) + VB(x1)),

the volumes in chambers A and B

VA(x1(t)) = VcA + x1(t)AA, VB(x1(t)) = VcB + (H − x1(t))AB, 0 ≤ x1(t) ≤ H,

the disturbance as

d(t) =
fd(t)

m(x1)
,
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4.1 Robust position control of a hydraulic cylinder with position sensor

(a) Test rig of the used hydraulic differential cylinder system at the Chair of Dynamics and
Control, University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany

(b) Sketch of the used hydraulic differential cylinder system

Figure 4.1: Hydraulic differential cylinder system

the hydraulic flows

QA(x3(t)) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

Bv

xv,max

√
|p0 − x3(t)|, u ≥ 0

Bv

xv,max

√
|x3(t) − pt|, u < 0

,

QB(x4(t)) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
− Bv

xv,max

√
|x4(t) − pt|, u ≥ 0

− Bv

xv,max

√
|p0 − x4(t)|, u < 0

,
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and the bulk modulus of elasticity

Eoil(p) =
1

2
Eoil,max log10(90

p

pmax

+ 3).

According to the characteristics of the proportional valve with the assumption of perfect

electrodynamic behavior, the input u(t) represents the effective position of the valve

xv,effect(t), which can be calculated from the input voltage uv(t) by

xv,effect(t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

(uv(t) − xv,deadzone+)2, uv(t) ≥ xv,deadzone+

0, xv,deadzone− < uv(t) < xv,deadzone+

−(uv(t) − xv,deadzone−)2, uv(t) ≤ xv,deadzone−

.

Here xv,deadzone− and xv,deadzone+ denote the negative and positive dead zone of the valve.

The variables and constants are defined in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Definition of parameters and variables

Variable Physical meaning Value Unit
x1(t) = xcyl(t) Displacement of the mass cart - m
x2(t) = ẋcyl(t) Velocity of the mass cart - m/s
x3(t) = pA(t) Pressure in chamber A - pa
x4(t) = pB(t) Pressure in chamber B - pa
fd(t) External force acting on the piston - N
u(t) = xv,effect(t) Effective valve position - -
uv(t) Input voltage of the valve - V
xv,max Maximal valve position 2 mm
xv,deadzone+ Valve dead zone (positive) 0.15 mm
xv,deadzone− Valve dead zone (negative) -0.15 mm
mbasic Basic mass of the cart 279.6 kg
ρfl Density of the hydraulic oil 870 kg/mm3

p0 Supply pressure 8×106 pa
pt Tank pressure 5×105 pa
AA Cylinder piston area 3117.2 mm2

AB Cylinder ring area 1526.8 mm2

ϕ =
AA

AB
Area ratio 2.042 -

Bv Flow resistance 2.9e-7 m2 ·√m/kg

Eoil,max Max. bulk modulus of elasticity 2×109 pa
pmax Max. supply pressure 3.15 ×107 pa
VcA Pipeline and dead volume (A) 198.6 cm3

VcB Pipeline and dead volume (B) 297.8 cm3

H Stroke of the cylinder 0.5 m
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4.1.2 Feedback linearization of the cylinder model

In this part, the nonlinear model of the hydraulic differential cylinder with proportional

valve is linearized by the exact input-output linearization method. The system has one

input u(t) = xv,effect(t) and one output to be controlled y(t) = x1(t).

For the nonlinear model (4.1), the input-output linearized model is described by

...
y (t) = v(t) + d̃(t), (4.2)

with

v(t) = L3

fh(x) + LgL2

fh(x)u(t)

=
AAx2

ϕ2m2(x1)VA(x1)VB(x1)

[ρfl(AB − AA)(x3ϕ
2VA(x1)VB(x1) − x4ϕVA(x1)VB(x1))

− AAϕ2m(x1)VB(x1)Eoil(x3) − AAm(x1)VA(x1)Eoil(x4)]

+
AA

ϕm(x1)VA(x1)VB(x1)

[ϕVB(x1)Eoil(x3)QA(x3) − VA(x1)Eoil(x4)QA(x4)] u(t)

(4.3)

and

d̃(t) = LdL2

fh(x) +
d2

dt
Ldh(x) +

d

dt
LdLfh(x) = ḋ(t),

where Lf (·), Lg(·), and Ld(·) denote Lie derivatives.

Due to the complexity of the nonlinear system model, it is difficult to analyze the

internal dynamics of the system. The stability of the zero dynamics can be analyzed

instead of the stability of the internal dynamics [114]. The zero dynamics of the system

(4.1) can be written by

ξ̇(t) = −m(x1 = 0)

AA
d̃(t), (4.4)

where ξ(t) = x3(t) − x4(t)

ϕ
and the input to guarantee zero output u∗(t) is

u∗(t) =
−L3

fh(x) − d̃(t)

LgL2

f
h(x)

. The zero dynamics is stable, if the transformed disturbance

d̃(t) is bounded. That means the disturbance in the original coordinates d(t) should be

differentiable, which can be assumed without loss of generality.

4.1.3 Estimation of the transformed coordinates and the disturbance

The linearized dynamics (4.2) can be described using state space representation as

ς̇(t) =

⎡
⎣ ẏ(t)

ÿ(t)
...
y (t)

⎤
⎦ = Aς(t) + Bv(t) + N d̃(t), (4.5)
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with A =

⎡
⎣ 0 1 0

0 0 1

0 0 0

⎤
⎦, B =

⎡
⎣ 0

0

1

⎤
⎦, and N =

⎡
⎣ 0

0

1

⎤
⎦.

Based on (4.5), a PI-Observer is designed by

˙̂ς(t) = Aς̂(t) + Bv(t) + N ˆ̃d(t) + L1(y(t) − ŷ(t)),

˙̂
d̃(t) = L2(y(t) − ŷ(t)),

ŷ(t) =
[

1 0 0
]
ς̂(t).

(4.6)

With suitable observer gain matrices L1 and L2, the transformed states ς and the dis-

turbance d̃(t) can be estimated as ς̂(t) and ˆ̃d(t). All the states in the original coordinates

are now available from measurements ym(t) and the estimation of ς̂2(t) = ˙̂xcyl(t). The

derivative of the disturbance in the original coordinate ḋ(t) = d̃(t) is also estimated by

Eq. (4.6).

4.1.4 Robust control design

From the Chapter 4.1.3, the prerequisites of the robust control design proposed in Chapter

3.2 are fulfilled. Namely all the states in the original coordinates are available and the

nominal model of the system is input-output linearizable. A robust trajectory control

with disturbance rejection can be designed by

v(t) = −K [ς̂(t) − ςref(t)] − ˆ̃
d(t), (4.7)

where ςref(t) =

⎡
⎣ ς1ref(t)

0

0

⎤
⎦ is the desired trajectory of the position to be controlled

based on ς1ref (t).

4.1.5 Validation

The robust control design is validated on the test rig described in Figure 4.1. The condi-

tions of the experiments, for instance the unknown inputs and disturbances considered,

and the results are given in detail in the following parts.

Condition of the experiments

The disturbances and uncertainties modeled as unknown inputs are the friction force

ffric(x, t) between the mass and its bearing surface, the disturbance force fsyn(x, t) gen-

erated from a 2nd hydraulic cylinder with passive dynamics acting oppositely (see Figure

4.1) and with artificially added measurements noise etc. of different levels. An uncer-

tainty of the moved mass Δm can also be considered additionally. Besides the considered

disturbances and uncertainties, the experiments on the test rig for the validation of the

robust control design are carried out using nominal working conditions, when the nominal
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model is established, for example, temperature of oil is kept constant (here as 40 degree

Celsius). Eight different cases listed below in Table 4.2 are taken to analyze the behavior

of controllers. The input to the proportional valve, the position of the mass, and the two

Table 4.2: Different experimental conditions considered for experiments

Case I: Case II:

Δm = 0: no mass uncertainty, Δm = 150 kg: mass uncertainty

fsyn = 0: no disturbance force, and 150 kg, fsyn = 0, and

no measurement error no measurement error

Case III: Case IV:

Δm = 0, fsyn 	= 0, and Δm = 150 kg, fsyn 	= 0, and

measurement error (about ±0%) measurement error (about ±0%)

Case V: Case VI:

Δm = 0, fsyn 	= 0, and Δm = 150 kg, fsyn 	= 0, and

measurement error (about ±2%) measurement error (about ±2%)

Case VII: Case VIII:

Δm = 0, fsyn 	= 0, and Δm = 150 kg, fsyn 	= 0, and

measurement error (about ±5%) measurement error (about ±5%)

pressures pA and pB are measured. The goal is to make the position control robust to

disturbances and measurement noise in different possible combinations.

Comparison of the experimental results

Three controllers (a P-controller, a nonlinear controller designed based on the classical

exact feedback linearization approach and a Luenberger observer (EFL-Lue), and the

proposed robust controller (EFL-PIO)) are compared with experiments in different cases

respectively to illustrate the properties of the proposed method.

In Figure 4.2, the three control methods (P-Controller, EFL-PIO, and EFL-Lue) for

the position control of the hydraulic system are compared using the criterion in (3.32)

with the relation between input energy
∫ T

0
u2dt and estimation error energy

∫ T

0
e2dt for

eight different situations as introduced in Table 4.2.

The first upper two pictures in Figure 4.2 show that the EFL-PIO is not the most

effective method considering input energy request, when no disturbance force fsyn and

no measurement error exist and only mass uncertainty is considered. On the other hand,

the results indicate that the mass uncertainty has small influence on the position control.

The results in the lower six illustrations in Figure 4.2 show that the proposed method

EFL-PIO is more effective than the P-Controller and the EFL-Lue method, when the

disturbance force fsyn acting on the system, because the trajectory of the EFL-PIO lies

closer to the origin and the EFL-PIO requires always less input energy considering same

control error.

This illustrates the proposed robustness properties resulting from the novel combined
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of different methods in eight cases

design approach. Additionally to the improved results, it should be noted that the better

results do not require additional measurements or improved measurement quality. The

opposite is the case, the robustness qualities allow less measurement quality (for the same

control error/input energy result).

When all the trajectories are drawn in one figure (in Figure 4.3), it can be clearly seen

that the change of the trajectory due to the strong disturbance force fsyn from EFL-PIO

is the smallest among the three methods. It illustrates that the EFL-PIO is the most

robust one among them.

To have a concrete view of the control performance, two representative control results

under the conditions in cases I and VIII are shown in Figure 4.4 respectively.
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(b) Control results (Case VIII)

Figure 4.4: Control performance in two given situations

4.2 Robust position control with virtual sensor for

position measurement

Besides the application of PI-Observer technique as a basis of robust control introduced

in Chapter 4.1, the PI-Observer can also be applied as virtual measurement device to

realize virtual measurement. In this part the application of PI-Observer as virtual sensor

in [59] will be extended. The goal is to realize closed-loop position control only using the

oil pressure measurements from the hydraulic cylinder system introduced in Chapter 4.1.

The position information will be obtained from the estimated velocity and limitations

of attachment points without a direct/physical measurement of the position. Hardware-

in-the-Loop experiments based on a PC with Matlab/Simulink and dSPACE system are

executed to validate the method and show its practicability. The experiment design is
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4 Applications of PI-Observer Technique

also compatible for an industrial Programmable Logic Controller (PLC).

4.2.1 Simplified model of the hydraulic differential cylinder

A simplified system model, which should have a suitable structure for the PI-Observer de-

sign discussed in Chapter 2.2 for linear system models with fully observability, is required

to estimate the velocity with oil pressure measurements by PI-Observer. Hence, a linear

model from the system with a reduced state vector to fulfill the observability condition is

considered here.

State space representation of the simplified model

As introduced in [59], a simplified model of the hydraulic cylinder is considered

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Nfd(t),

y(t) = Cx(t),
(4.8)

where the states are the velocity and the pressures x(t) =

⎡
⎣ vcyl(t)

pA(t)

pB(t)

⎤
⎦, the measure-

ments the pressures y(t) =

[
pA(t)

pB(t)

]
, the inputs the volumetric flow rates u(t) =

[
QA(pA(t), uv(t))

QB(pB(t), uv(t))

]
with the input voltage of the valve uv(t). The variable fd(t) de-

notes the external force.

For simplicity, the volumes in the chambers, the mass, and the bulk modulus of elasticity

are assumed as constant. Therefore, the first state in the model (4.1), the position of the

mass, is no more involved in the dynamics of other states and it is not taken as a state

in the simplified model (4.8). The matrices in (4.8) are described with the corresponding

parameters.

The system matrix is A =

⎡
⎣ 0 AA

m
−AB

m

−AAEoil

V
0 0

ABEoil

V
0 0

⎤
⎦ with the area of the chambers AA,

AB, the average mass of the cylinder system m, the average bulk modulus of elasticity

Eoil, the average volume V ; the input matrix B =

⎡
⎣ 0 0

Eoil

V
0

0 −Eoil

V

⎤
⎦; the output matrix

C =

[
0 ccoef 0

0 0 ccoef

]
with the sensor gain ccoef ; and the input matrix of the external

force N =

⎡
⎣

1
m

0

0

⎤
⎦.

Due to the simplification, the model (4.8) can not describe the system behavior so well

as the model (4.1). Some specific aspects are considered to make the model more accu-

rate. The valve factor is for instance calculated by lookup table obtained experimentally,
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4.2 Robust position control with virtual sensor for position measurement

not based on empirical formula as in Chapter 4.1. Here, the volumetric flow rates are

calculated according to the measured behavior of the proportional valve in use by the

following equations

QA(pA(t), uv(t)) =
{ sgn(xv(t))sgn(p0 − pA(t))Bv

√|p0 − pA(t)| xv(t), xv(t) ≥ 0

sgn(xv(t))sgn(pA(t) − pT )Bv

√|pA(t) − pT | xv(t), xv(t) < 0
,

QB(pB(t), uv(t)) =
{ sgn(xv(t))sgn(pB(t) − pT )Bv

√|pB(t) − pT | xv(t), xv(t) ≥ 0

sgn(xv(t))sgn(p0 − pB(t))Bv

√|p0 − pB(t)| xv(t), xv(t) < 0
,

with the factor of the valve xv(t) = xv(uv(t), u̇v(t)). The variables have the same meaning

as introduced in the model (4.1).

Confirmation of the valve factor xv(t) The factor of the valve xv(t) is calculated

with lookup tables, because the valve has a very complicated dynamical behavior which

depends on the dynamics of the input.

For inputs with constant values, a simple lookup table shown in Figure 4.5 can be used

and the factor can be obtained by xv(t) = f1(uv(t)). For changing inputs, the combination

of two lookup tables in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 as well as the function Au = f(t, uv(k))

are applied. The factor xv(t) is then calculated by

xv(t) =
{ f1(uv(t)), −0.3 ≤ xv(t) ≤ 0.3

Auf2(uv(t), u̇v(t)), xv(t) > 0.3 and xv(t) < −0.3
,

where the function Au = f3(t, uv(t)) is defined by Au = |5.5(uv(t) − 0.56) + 1| and

0.3 ≤ Au ≤ 3. Linear interpolation is used to get the value from lookup tables.

uv

f 1

Figure 4.5: Lookup table 1 with f1(t) = f1(uv(t))
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with different

uv

f 2

u̇v

Figure 4.6: Lookup table 2 with f2(t) = f2(uv(t), u̇v(t))

4.2.2 Position calculation from estimations of PI-Observer

The position calculation is realized by designing a PI-Observer as virtual sensor and

the calculation is based on the estimation of velocity. In the following paragraphs, the

calculation procedure will be illustrated in detail.

PI-Observer Design

Based on the simplified model (4.8), a PI-Observer can be designed in the following form

ż(t) = (Ae − LCe)z(t) + Beu(t) + Ly(t), (4.9)

with the state vector z(t) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

z1(t)

z2(t)

z3(t)

z4(t)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ as the estimations of x(t) =

⎡
⎣ vcyl(t)

pA(t)

pB(t)

⎤
⎦ and fd(t)

in (4.8), the system matrix Ae =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 AA

m
kb2p −AB

m
kb2p

1
m

−AAEoil

V
0 0 0

ABEoil

V
0 0 0

0 0 0 fdesign

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦, input matrix

Be =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0
Eoil

V
0

0 −Eoil

V

0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦, output matrix Ce =

[
0 ccoef 0 0

0 0 ccoef 0

]
, and the observer gain

matrix L. The variable fdesign is one of the design parameters.
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4.2 Robust position control with virtual sensor for position measurement

A discrete time observer design is required to realize the virtual sensor design compatible

for an industrial PLC system. PI-Observer design for the system in discrete time is given

by a recursion equation

z(k + 1) = Aed z(k) + Bed u(k) + Ld y(k). (4.10)

The sampling time is chosen as 10 millisecond. The corresponding matrices in the discrete

time model are calculated with the known model parameters and a suitable design of the

observer gain matrix L using

Aed =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

-3.9809e-015 -6.4115e-021 8.0812e-021 -9.4023e-022

1.0767e-014 1.7341e-020 -2.1857e-020 2.5430e-021

-1.3571e-014 -2.1857e-020 2.7549e-020 -3.2053e-021

1.2939e-008 2.4742e-014 -3.1186e-014 2.4278e-015

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

Bed =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

1.0162e+003 -1.2809e+003

4.3665e+003 3.4644e+003

3.4644e+003 2.7486e+003

-1.4362e+000 -1.1466e+000

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , Led =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

5.2088e-017 1.4441e-017

1.0000e+000 -3.9050e-017

1.7757e-016 1.0000e+000

1.9007e-003 -2.3956e-003

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .

The velocity and the external force(disturbance) can be estimated from the PI-Observer

by measuring the two pressures pA and pB.

Correction of the calculated position

The position of the mass will be calculated by the integral of the estimated velocity and

named z0(k). For the integration, some reset functions are considered to correct the

integrated value and the estimation values online, because the integrated value is always

influenced by the initial conditions and needs to be adjusted.

Reset of the calculated displacement Two reference points are taken to correct/reset

the estimation and integration, namely the two attachment points at the minimal and

maximal displacements. Since the two attachment points can be confirmed easily by using

the information of the measured pressures, the following reset conditions are considered:

• reset the estimated position z0(k) to the far attachment point 0.5m when the pres-

sures pA(k) ≥ 70% p0(k) and pB(k) ≤ 150% pT (k);

• reset the estimated position z0(k) to the near attachment point 0m, when the pres-

sures pB(k) ≥ 70% p0(k) and pA(k) ≤ 150% pT (k).

Reset of the estimated velocity When the cylinder is at one of the attachment points,

the estimated velocity should also be corrected. The reset of the estimation of velocity

is realized by resetting the estimated velocity z1(k) = 0, when the estimated position

z0(k) ≥ 0.495 and u(k) ≥ 0, or z0(k) ≤ 0 and u(k) ≤ 0.
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Reset of the estimated force The estimated force/disturbance is adjusted to z4(k) =

−1250 N at the attachment positions z0(k) ≥ 0.495 and z0(k) ≤ 0.05 or with high

pressures pA(k) ≥ 70% p0(k) or pB(k) ≥ 70% p0(k).

4.2.3 Experimental results

Some experiments on the test rig are executed with the PI-Observer design introduced

in Chapter 2. At first, the situation considered in [59] with the PI-Observer as virtual

sensor to estimate the position and external force is repeated. Related results are shown

in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.7: Experimental results of position estimation I
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(b) Applied input of the valve

Figure 4.8: Experimental results of position estimation II

Note that only the friction force is taken as the external force instead of a large external

force considered in [59] to show the accuracy of the estimations. It can be seen clearly
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that the estimations of velocity and the external force as well as the calculated position

from the PI-Observer are plausible.

The calculated position is used as virtual measurement to realize a position control with

P-controller design. The corresponding results are given in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10. In

Figure 4.9(a), the real (measured) position and the estimated position are compared with

the reference value. The results show that the quality of position control without physical

position measurement is not as good as with position measurement, but is acceptable for

simple industrial application saving sensor costs.
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Figure 4.9: Experimental results of position control I
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Figure 4.10: Experimental results of position control II

4.3 Summary

In this chapter, the applications of PI-Observer-based control on hydraulic systems are

discussed. A hydraulic differential cylinder system is considered. For the position con-
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trol of the hydraulic differential cylinder, experiments show that the proposed EFL-PIO

method has strong robustness properties compared with classical P-controller and ex-

act feedback linearization with Luenberger observer (EFL-Lue) against disturbances or

parameter uncertainties. Besides the robust control design for the hydraulic cylinder,

the position control using PI-Observer as virtual sensor without position measurement

is designed. The unmeasured position is calculated based on the estimations from the

PI-Observer as virtual sensor. The calculated position is used as information to realize a

position control. The experimental results show the applicability of the PI-Observer as a

virtual sensor to realize control loop design.
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In the first chapter of this thesis, the goals of this thesis are set as: analysis and improve-

ment of the PI-Observer design with respect to the design of high observer gains and

robust control design for nonlinear systems based on PI-Observer especially for nonlinear

mechanical systems according to a careful study of the previous work. In the following

chapters, the mentioned points are discussed in detail respectively. In this chapter, the

whole thesis work is summarized, the important conclusions are repeated, and suggestions

for future work are given.

5.1 Summary and conclusions

With a literature research of the observer design history, the advantages of the high

gain PI-Observer as state and disturbance observer against state observers and other dis-

turbance observers are listed and underlined in the beginning. After that, the further

development of the PI-Observer is discussed. Based on the analysis and the development

of PI-Observer design, two research directions are focused on in this thesis. One is the

application of high gain PI-Observers on nonlinear systems and the other is the deter-

mination of high observer gains for PI-Observer based on an online adaption algorithm.

Both of the two directions are discussed in detail and corresponding solution approaches

are presented. An Advanced PI-Observer (API-Observer) design is proposed to solve the

problem of choosing and adjusting observer gains for the high gain PI-Observer. Fur-

thermore, the proposed PI-Observer based robust nonlinear control method (EFL-PIO)

is argued as an alternative method, which can not only achieve strong robustness of con-

trol performance but also offer plausible estimations of disturbances, based on a review

of robust nonlinear control. The contributions of the thesis work are summarized in the

following points:

• For the advanced PI-Observer (API-Observer) design, the structure and design pro-

cess of PI-Observer as a high gain state and disturbance observer is discussed and

analyzed at first. Then, the trial and error method is detected as an inefficient and

inconvenient way to determine the level for the high observer gains. The aspects

that influence both the observer gain design and, indirectly, the estimation quality

are discussed, based on which an adaption algorithm is defined. The adaption pro-

cedure and its implementation are detailed by an illustration example of an elastic

beam, where a PI-Observer is required to estimate the contact force as unknown

input to the system. The simulation results are given, showing the influence of the
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measurement noise and modeling errors on the choice of observer gains. It can be

concluded from the simulation results that the API-Observer gains are changing

with different situations and should be defined online according to the current sit-

uation. It can also be seen that the proposed algorithm can realize the automation

of choosing suitable observer gains. The results based on real measurements from

the test rig are given to show the applicability of the API-Observer on real systems

both in continuous time and discrete time.

• The application of PI-Observer for nonlinear systems as the basis of robust con-

trol design is discussed next. Here the robust nonlinear control method based on

PI-Observer and exact feedback linearization (EFL-PIO) is proposed for a class of

nonlinear systems with input-output linearizable nominal model. For the EFL-PIO

design, the unknown inputs or disturbances to the nominal system are assumed

bounded, but no detailed bounds or dynamics of disturbances are known. Besides

that, the conditions of the application of the proposed EFL-PIO method for nonlin-

ear mechanical systems are listed in detail. To illustrate the implementation of the

proposed EFL-PIO method, two typical nonlinear mechanical systems are chosen.

Firstly, a nonlinear SISO mechanical system, a single link rigid manipulator with

flexible joint, is discussed. Based on this SISO example, the application of EFL-

PIO on input-state-output linearizable models and its accompanying problems, for

example, a non constant matrix for the location of unknown inputs, are explained

and solved in detail as an extension of the proposed EFL-PIO method, which is

in general only for input-output linearizable system models discussed. After that,

the general design process of the EFL-PIO method for systems with input-output

linearizable system model is shown with a nonlinear mass-spring system. For both

examples, the control performance and the robustness of the EFL-PIO are compared

with a classical exact feedback linearization method combined with a Luenberger

observer (EFL-Lue) using a novel criterion proposed in this thesis which considers

both the control error and the corresponding input energy. Based on the compar-

isons, the improvement of robustness for the classical exact feedback linearization

method is clearly evident. Additionally, the proposed EFL-PIO method offers sound

estimation of disturbances considered as unknown inputs.

• The applications of PI-Observer-based control of a hydraulic differential cylinder are

given to illustrate that the application of PI-Observer is not only suitable for classical

mechanical systems (e.g., mass-spring systems) but also appropriate for hydraulic

systems. Here the position control of a hydraulic differential cylinder system is

considered as the control task. At first, the EFL-PIO method is applied to get a

robust position control design for the system with the position as measurement.

The experiment results show the strong robustness feature of the EFL-PIO method

comparing with classical P-controller and the EFL-Lue method, when disturbances

or parameter uncertainties are considered. Besides the robust control design for the

hydraulic cylinder with position measurement, the position control is discussed using
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PI-Observer as virtual sensor without position measurement. Here the unmeasured

position is calculated based on the estimations from the PI-Observer, while the

calculated position is used as information to realize a feedback for the position

control. The control results show the applicability of the PI-Observer as a virtual

sensor to realize control loop design, which was discussed already in literatures but

firstly illustrated with experimental results in this thesis.

In brief, the thesis shows the feasibility of applying the PI-Observer in robust control

of nonlinear and practical systems and the design of observer gains for the API-Observer

realized by the presented adaption algorithm.

5.2 Outlook

For future work, the following points are considered and suggested:

• The proposed API-Observer design is based on a bank of PI-Observers for the

comparison of cost functions. Therefore, the programming of the API-Observer is

not as usual as for a normal observer or PI-Observer design. A basic understanding

of the API-Observer structure and a special numerical integration including the

adjustment algorithm have to be taken into account. In the future work, an API-

Observer block can be programmed as a general platform for the designer.

• As mentioned in the thesis, the high gain PI-Observer can estimate unknown effects

of a system and the API-Observer can make the estimation rational and adaptive

for the current situation. Hence, an API-Observer-based control can be designed as

robust control or fault detection method matching different situations, according to

the special characteristics of the high gain PI-Observer and the API-Observer. On

the other hand, the concept of the online adapted observer design could be applied

in the design of controller gains.

• The applicability of the PI-Observer based robust control (the EFL-PIO approach)

to nonlinear mechanical systems has been shown with simulation and experiment

examples with unknown disturbances. However, the proposed EFL-PIO method is

designed for the class of nonlinear systems with input-output linearizable models.

Although the application for nonlinear systems with input-state-output linearizable

models is also discussed with the single link manipulator example, it could still be

further extended to more general systems.
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